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ABSTRACT

The results of a concept design study of high-speed

wbheeled amphibious vehicles originally conducted in 1956-1959

are now presented as Volume I of a two-volume study.

The basic technical and operational problems of high

water speed are examined.

Six basic concepts are presented to exemplify potential1echanical solutions. Five concepts are glan•lng hull types with
retractable wheels; one example Is based c.,n the veh;-.-e train

concept. -

The conclusions and recommendations which are made

consider the decade elapsed since the original study.

KEYVIORDS

Amphibians, Uheeled
Ship-to-Shore Operation

Planing Huils

Coupled Vehicles
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report which is Part I of a two-part study (see Ref. 1) summarizes

a design study on high speed logistical amphibians conducted for the U.S.

A-my Ordnance Corps in 1956-1959 under Contract OA30-069-ord-1763. Respon-

sibility for this class of vehicle was transferred in 1959 to the Transpor-

tation Corps, and the subject Ordnance supported contract was reoriented at

that time to the direct technical support of ongoing Ordnance Corps hardware

projects. As a result, the design study work was never completed. In 1965

funds were provided by The Office of Naval Research under contract NR-062-

374/5-3-65-263(69) to complete this study and publish a final report.

I The ect of the 1956-59 design study was to develop test data on,

and engineering and relatived operational studies of high-speed wheeled

logistic amphibious trucks, and to suggest promising new design concepts

from the results.

Publishing the results of tiis design study at this late date raises

several problems due to changes in technology and operational doctrine

since the major portions of the study were completed. First, the study

was conducted under the assumption that the amphibians would operate in a

nuclear setting, in which dispersion of ship to inland operational dump

elements was a controlling design consideration. Second, although the rate

of technologic advance in the amphibious truck field and directly related

areas has been imperceptible when viewed over a short period, sufficient

time has now elapsed so that much of the concept engineering could stand

updating, and some of the ideas which appeared new and useful in 1959 have

since in fact been tried, with varying results.

In preparing this report, many of the numbers have been updated,

opportunity has been taken to make limited comparisons with vehicles and

test beds actually built since the study started, and most of the discursive,

pre-computer age, pre-Vietnam operational analyses have bceen eliminated.

Those few ideas which have since proved good in practice, or still look

attractive-though untried-after all this time, are stressed. The basic

engineering, however, has not been redone.
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The 1956-59 study was limited to wheeled amphibious trucks, but all i
technical means to achieve high water speed were embraced except the use (-J

of hydrofoils, which were then under separate study elsewhere. While this --
theoretically opened the door to the study of air cushion vehicles, sub- [i

mersible amphibians, etc., the means actually studied were the use of
planing hulls, and the use of more prosaic barge hulls in tandem train

configuration. One significant advance made in the planing hull concept,
suggested by Dair N. Long, was use of properly designed cavities for
stowage of retracted wheels, thus eliminating the wheel-well closure doors.
This suggestion was made after the design study work was completed, and no
specific concept layouts were made incorporating it, although the idea was
model-tested1 and subsequently worked into the LVW test bed.

2. THE OVERALL PROBLEM

This study was conducted within the framework of operational ship-tx)-

shore, over-the-shoreline resupply operations required in a large war in-

volving unrestricted use of nuclear weapons in the battle area. The U
presumption made that the only satisfactory defense against such weapons
was adequate dispersal of both ships and inland supply transfer points.

Operations which involved one-way water and land distances of 25 miles or
more were considered potentially necessary. The staggering supply require- I
ments projected appeared at the time (1956-1959) to rule out helicopter-lift

for the bulk of the tonnages. The notion of a crowded beach strandline i! |

such as characterized many WWII and Korean operations, or more recently --

those in Cam Ranh Bay, was plainly intolerable.

The combined elements of this view of the problem forecast the need

for amphibious trucks of considerably higher water speed than the 6 mph
achieved by the WWII DUKW. They suggested further that neither the modest •

on-road nor the marginal off-road performance levels of the DUKW could be
traded-off to eve desired water speed increase; indeed, the off-road

A 1960 Army study of high speed amphibian truck requirements projected that
97% of resupply cargoes would arrive overseas by ship, and 8Or/o of thistonnage would move ashore over the beaches rather than through ports.

!,
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performance level of the vehicle could also stand considerable improvement.

Finally, it recognized that the excellent surfability of earlier amphibians

was a part of their essential performance, and hence also could not be

reduced simply to get higher speed. Accordingly, a fundamental decision

was early made that, although the study was specifically aimed at increasing

water speeds, this would not be done at the expense of then current levels

of land performance or of basic surfability.

A second starting premise was that the amphibian truck system pro-

vided a service, and that its effectiveness was measured by its influence

on the entire unloading operation from conventional ships to inland transfer

points, rather than by any special merits of individual vehicles. This

obvious viewpoint has two important corollaries for design. First, regard-

less of how desirable the results of some feature may be in terms of in-

dividual amphibian performance; it cannot be tolerated if it limits, in any

way, the maximum flow rate of cargo from the ship to the amphibian, as

determined by the characteristics of th'. ship and its unloading system.

Second, the amphibian system cannot be a drag on the overall operation.

The amphibians should queue, not the ships. Economies which require fine-

tuning of the ship-to-shore operation and cannot tolerate a clear numerical

surplus of amphibians are illusory.

3. BACKGROUND

The history of modern wheeled amphibians effectively begins with the

design and somewhat premature production in 1942 of the 1/4-ton 4xA amphibian,ii' developed through the conversion of the production WWII jeep. The amphibious

jeep was not a success, primarily because there was no real military re-

quirement for such a small machine. The valid experience from this develop-

ment, both technical and logistic, was immediately capitalized upon, however,II in the subsequent rapid design, production, development and deployment of the

successful 2-1/2 ton 6x6 DUIKW amphibian

The need for the larger machine, to unload ships across unprepared

beaches without loss of momentum at the surf line, was first broached in

I -_
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mid-April 1942. Under the extra-Ordnance Corps management of the National

Defense Research Commmittee, the first OUKW was swimmiing by early June 1942.

First productions models were delivered in November 1942, and DUKWs were

first used in quantity in the July 1943 landing in Sicily. By December 1943,

production had reached 1500 per month3"4A

The extraordinary WWII success of the DUKW is accounted for not only
by its general technical quality, but also by

1) its timeliness -- it was both available and needed;

2) the considerable (though still far from technically

optimal) effort which went into operational training,

an effort which was till growing at the war's end; and

3) the extensive and continuing development to which it was
subject. From the moment the first DUKW floated untilj! the end of the war, alterations shown by field experience
to be necessary were rapidly made, botiz in the field and

3,4on current production models 3*

By August 1945, 21,000 DUKWs were produced and 6000 more were on
order. Even so, there were never enough available to meet much more than the X

basic over-the-beach landing requii ,',Ats, at.1 few of the secondary uses
proposed (pontoon bridges, mobile ferries, etc) were ever widely tried in

the field3 .

Despite its overall success, the DUKW was early criticized as being
too small for reasonable cargoes, difficult to unload, too slow in the

water, too prone to bogging in muddy conditions, and helpless in exiting

from the water except over rersonably good sand beaches, in 1952, Stephens, ! I

speaking for a special NRC committee convened to review and suggest the
proper •xploitation of wartime over-the-beach landing experience, was un- !

enthusiastic about the possibilities for economic technological solutions

to the water speed and soft soil mobility problems. He pointed out the

fundamental difficulties involved in increasing water speed and suggested j
that, in place of attempting to develop exotic new high-speed machines,

emphasis should rather be placed upon evolutionary solution to the many
solvable problems (such as size, mechanical reliability, maintainability, etc.)

!-I
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Im
of essentially OUDK-like amphibians. Based on his then recent, wide, personal
field experience with the DUKWs, Stephens felt that serious efforts to

I jimprove operational doctrine and methods, and more thorough training of
operating personnel at all levels in the exploitation of their equipment,
offered far more potential for overall improvement in amphibian over-the-
shoreline operations than did any feasible, radical technical improvements
in the vehicles themselves5

in the years immediately following, wheeled amphibian truck development

g Der Le was pursued by the Ordnance Corps, consciously or otherwise, within
this framework, although the important operational and training aspects which
Stephens made concomitant were neglected. A parallel line of development,
that of medium sized amphibious lighters,• was begun in 1959 by the Trans-
portat ion Corps7.

I Experimental amphlb!ous military trucks of the period 1950-1956 were
the Xm148 GULL (5-ton 6x6, fiberglass-reinfo-ced plastic hull) 8, the XM147
SUPERDUCK (4-ton 6x6, steel hull)9, and the XM157 DRAKE (8-ton 8x8, aluminum
hull)0. Their leading characteristics and, for comparison, those of the

DUKW are swmuarized briefly in Table I. Characteristics of the presekt-day
LARC V (5-tan /4A, welded aluminum hull)ll and LARC XV (15-ton /4A/, also

I welded aluminum) 12, whose develcpment began at the end of this period,

are also given. Figures on the GULL are not included because it went so far
overweight (40,600 lb empty) that its peprinmance could not be seriously

checked, znd it was so far off Its design point that, even if rel]abit pZýr-
formance figures were available, indices of performance based on them would
be technically rmeaningless.

So much so that by 1966, when the first landings were made at Can. Ranh Bay
in South Vietnam, the necessity to operate trucks over the sand beaches at
reduced tire pressures had passed out of general military knowledge, re-

~ J sulting in a minor "mobility" flap.

The distinction between an amphibious truck and an amphibian lighter is
presumably that the latter is more of a boat- and less of a truck- than the
former. Although a 1957 review of military amphibians estiwated that use
afloat accounted for only 15% of their total operating time , a 1960 Trans-
portation Corps study projecting that 80% of combat resupply would be "over-
th&-belch" implied that far more water operation would be required in the
future•
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The relative soft ground mobility of the same vehicles is Indicated

In Table II by the following indices:

1) The Eklund Mobility Factor -- lFE (general mobility) 13

2) The WES Vehicle Rating Cone Index required for 50-pass 14
trafficability -- VCI (applicable to fine-grained soils)

S3) The ATAC Nominal Unit Ground Pressure -- NUGP (applicable to
I 5 fine-grained soils) 15

4) The Freitag-Knjghý Sand Index -- G (applicable to coarse-
I grained soils) t6,i6

Higher values of the Eklund Mobility Factor posit better mobility

in weak soils. The other three indices represent the relative minimum soil

strength on which a vehicle may maintain straight, level, unaccelerated

motion, and hence lower values for these indices predict higher soft soil

mobility. The figures of Table II demonstrate that only the LARC V repre-

sents any noticeable mobility improvement over the DUK/W, a.-d even it is still

no marsh buggy. A successful effort in 1964i to design a practical load-

carrying vehicle on tires to work in soft soil areas such as are regularlyII found along tidal rivers, for example, aimed for traffic or 50-pass operation

at a VCI of only 25.17 The I.ARC XV is clearly limited to off-road operations

[ ~ on sandy beaches which is probably appropriate for a vehicle of this size.

A gross comparison and reconciliation of the maximum still-water speed

at gross vehicle weight for each of the five machines of Table I is shown
'3 In Table Ill. The "effective resistance" (R%) is readily calculated from

published figures for installed gross horsepower, maximum still-water speed,

and gross weight. The value of Re is the computed resistance to motion if

the conversion oi gross installed horsepower to towrope horsepower were

100 percent efficient. Thus it mashes together power diverted to accessorites,

drive line losses, propeller losses, and true propulsion resistance into oneII unfactora'le lump. Nonetheless, it is revealing, as can be seen in Table Ill,

for its range over the several vehicles is small, especially after the modest

spread of speed-length ratios involved is roughly "corrected for" by con-

structing the coefficient (Re/W)/(V/'L)

*lhis coefficient is the equivalent of the coefficient C familiar In naval
architecture, but with the effective resistance, Re, used in place of actual
towrope resistance. The quantity (V/rL) is the "speed-length ratio" of
naval architecture, where V =-speed in knots (I kn = 1.152 mph) and L isi18the waterline length in feetlB. In dealing with slow speed amphibians it is
usual, and adequate, to use the overall vehicle length for L rather than
the waterline length.

F;~
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TABLE I I

SOFT SOIL MOBILITY INDICES ATGVW,

WHEELED CARGO AMPHI BIANS, -1942-1960

General Fine Grained Soils Sands

1FE13 V-1 M NUGP,(psi)15 FKi,,6 15

OuIl 77 71 14.3 3.9

SUPERDUCK 79 79 16.0 3.9

DRAKE 78 142 17.0 3.8

LARC V 111 62 13.1 2.2

LARC XV 99 214 18.9 2.5 I

where: "s

"NUGP= rd' psi

W I = unit wheel load, lb•

b : undeflected tlre section width, in

d = undeflected tire outside diameter, 'ri

GFK " NUGP (36/b.d)l

Ii

I-
I1

i

I
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TABLE I I I

.LOMPARATIVE STILL WATER SPEED AND RESISTANCE AT GVW
WHEELED CARGO AMPHIBIANS, 1942-1960

j R /W
VK/,/- R e W

S,(VK/) 2 "

DUKW 0-95 0.28 0-32

3SUPERDUCK 1.00 0.31 j 0.32

DRAKE* 1.04 0.31 j 0.29

LARC V1.26 0.42 J 0.27

LARC XV 1.07 0.36 0.32

With propellers extended, wheels partially retractud

F I *Production model with shrouded propeller

where:

VK - max still water speed at GVW, knots

L - overall length, ft
W = GVW, lb

Re effective resistance, lb

-325 x HP/VK

HP = installed gross horsepower

II
I' __
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All five machines have full wide, deep, scow-like overall forms which

are basically poor for the speeds achieved (V/fL sI i.0), carry their land
running gear as extensive exposed appendages, and are driven by propellers I
o0 limited size operating under poor conditions in ridiculousiy bad pro-

peller tunnels. The inescapable hydrodynamic facts concerning displacement
19 20amphibians were outlined by Nuttall and Hecker In 1945 and by McEwen in 1947.

In 1955, Witney reported the results of towing tests on a nmnber of
available full-size amphibians, Including the DUKW and the WWI amphibious
Jeep. 2 1  He presented his results In terms of towing resistance/gross weight,

(R/W), vs. speed-length ratio, V//L. The range of these tests are sunmnarized
!n Fig. I. It is disturbing to note that Witney measured towing resistances

for the DUKW and the ANJEEP which are some fifty percent greater than the

already high values predicted frem tests of relatively detailed s~ale Models,
with all appendages, made at the time these vehicles were designed.' 19,22

Ho:ever, Davidson Laboratory retests of the DUKW model in 1956, in connection
with speeds In the hydrofoil take-off rangeI seem to be in good agreement

with Witney's tests In the small range where they overlap. Based on the re- "

suits of his towing tests plus those of self-propelled speed trials, WitneyT

concluded that the overall propulsive coefficients * for successful propeller•

driven amphibians lay in the range from 20 to 25 percent.1

Although Roach In 1960 quoted a propulsive efficiency (effective
horsepowe'/shaft horsepower) of 42 percent for an early experimental LARW V

when fitted with a partial propel.ler shroud, 7 the actual performance of the
production machine appears fundamentally little different from that of Its I
cohorts.

The relative insensitivity of the performance of this type of amphibian 1,
to, minor design details, in the face of the high fundamental loading, ** poor

forms, and propeller limitations, is illustrated by the values of the

is the overall efficiency defined by the ratio: towrope horsepower/gross
installed horsepower; the towrope horsepower includes both air drag and

the resistance of all appendages.

In shipwork the propulsive coefficient is of the order of 60 percent or
more.

* •0One accepted measure of loading is the displacement-length ratio A/(L/iO0)3,

vi.rit a Is the displacement in long tons, L, the waterline length in feet. 3
For the amphibians under discussion, this ratio lies between 300 and 400.
Well-designed ships for opeition in the same range of speed-length ratios
have vwi~*s from 50 to 130.

__ _ __ _I
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S3overall "effective drag" coefficient ((Re l)/I(V/I) 2 ) in Table 1i1. These

are ali of the same order, despite the fact that the several vehicles

* differ considerably in installed power, in hull refinement, in the absolute
extent of appendages, and in the sophistication of propeller arrangement.

The hulls of the LARCs, for example, ere pleasingly faired, their land3I running gear exposure is cleanly arranged, and their single propellers are

fitted with partial, low tip clearance shrouds. The DRAKE was able to

improve performance by ising an arrangement whereby, during deep water

operation, its two propellers were extended down and away from the hull,

partially out of the tunnel, and by exploiting the air-suspension of its

eight wheels to achieve some modest wheel retraction.

The clear lesson from this considerable experience is tPat there

can be no substantial increase in the water speed of military amphibians

without a radical change in their mode of operation and hence of their form.

[4. THE BASIC TECHNICAL PROBLEM OF HIGH WATER SPEED

Achieving high water speed poses difficult problems in boat design,

even without the multitude of constraints added by the amphibian features

- and by the definition of the military problem accepted in the early part

of the study. These technical problems are well understood in principle.

l1 Fig. 2, taken from the most recent edition of the Society of Naval Architects'
18

Principles of Naval Architecture, illustrates the fundamera;al, first-

order problem of the drag of a boat as a function of its water speed, weight

and length.Comparable data for a 165 ton hovercraft from a recent (1968)

paper have been added to generalize the picture further2. In this figure,

typical drag per unit of weight (R1W) is shown as a function of the speed-

length ratio (V/AL) for well designed craft of four basic types:

1) displacement boats, which are supported in the waterI essentially by hydrostatic forces;

2) planing boats, which are supported, once the speed-length

ratio exceeds about 2, largely by hydrodynamic forces on

its bottom;LAlthough the ACV or GEM type of amphibian could have been studied, that

if concept was barely.invented -- by others -- at the time (1957-59) this

study was conducted. In an excess of practicality, only "boat" types of
configuration were in fact investigated.

I I _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
-
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3) hydrofoil craft, which, when flying (V//L > 2), are supported

by hydrodynamic forces upon submerged foils; and

4) for an order of magnitude comparison only, a large, modern
S~havercraft which Is supported by a layer of positive pres-

sure air.

In order to see clearly the meaning of these quasi-dimensionless L
curves In the present context, consider a boat of the length and weight

of the 6-mph WWII DUKW; I.e., 31 feet long and weighing 20,000 pounds.
Consider additionally that "high speed" means 30 mph (26 knots). This

arbitrary craft would operate at a speed-length ratio of 4.7. If it were

a good displacement boat, It would require a towrope pull of 4600 pounds

to maintain speed; a planing boat, 2900 pounds; a hydrofoil craft,

2200 pounds.

While the spread between the displacement boat and the hydrofoil
at this speed Is over 100% of the latter, even the hydrofoil resistance

Is Intrinsically high. Moreover, the towrope power (pull x speed) for
the hydrofoil Is about 175 HP. Due to various drive and propulsion in-

efficiencies, such a unit would require 350-400 installed horsepow.cr to

achieve this speed; the good displacement boat would require about 900 U
installed horsepower. In comparison, the installed power in the DUKW
was 91 HP.

The problem of allocating weight and space between powerptant and

cargo in a fixed envelope was discussed by Todd, from whose 1958 paper24
Fig. 3 Is taken. At the zero power end of the scale, maximum cargo capa-

city is achieved, but speed is zero, while at the other end, all carrying

pacity is expended to the powerplant, resulting in a hot rod with no

useful cargo capacity at all. Obviously the proper answer must lie some-

where between. Todd suggested that the point of maximum cargo momentum

wm Even this simple criterion, however, is a function of the

mission profile; i.e. land and water distances, cargo priority, hatch

rates, etc.

Sstrong dependence of drag upon the speed-length ratio shown

in Fig. 2 immediately suggests that a significant lengthening of the
effective hull might help matters. For example, coupling six DUKW-size

II- _l
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displacement hulls together into a single 30-mph unit would reduce the

operating speed-length ratio of the coupled configuration to only 1.9.

I If the resulting shape were clean and efficient, the drag ratio of the

coupled configuration would drop accordingly to 0.075, and the average3 drag er coupled unit, to 1500 pounds.

Fig. 2 is concerned with good ordinary boats, in which no corm-

promises have been made with features necessary irn an amphibian. Fig. 4
(which includes data from Fig. 1) presents a more realistic picture of

the amphibious truck problem2 1 ' 25 , As noted in the previous section,
current and past wheeled amphibians operating in the displacement mode
do so with their wheels and sometimes other parts of their land running

gear partially exposed. Because of overall size limitations, they are

relatively heavy, and hence badly shaped, as compared with boats of the

Ssame length. The result is that their drag is usually 4 to 6 times that

of the corresponding boat at the same speed-length ratio. The, heavily

loaded fair planing hull suitable for an amphibian shown in Fig. 4, has
a drag at operating speed which is 30-40% higher than a good bcat, (Fig. 2)

I and even the experimental Flying Duck hydrofoil amphibian, once it is
flying with its wheels clear of the water surface, still has a drag some
60-80r/ higher than that for the naval architects' idealized hydrofoil cr!lft.

This stuc concentrated on exploring the practical possibilities

for wheeled amphibious trucks utilizing planing hulls, and for operating
simpler displacement units coupled when at sea to form a single long hy-

drodynamic body. At the same time the potential for hydrofoils was con-

currently under examination at another facility26 and was specifically
excluded from this study.

Because they involve quite difference considerations, the planing
hulled concepts and the train ("Sea Serpent") concept are considered

SI separately in most of the following sections. The planing hulled machines
are treated first.

I
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5. GENERAL APPROACH

The li-59 study began with a simple, broad operational analysis to

determine the water speed range of potential interest; i.e., to answer 3
tie question "What is high speed?" Concurrently, U.S. Army and U.S. Navy

organizations and facilities then active in various aspects of amphibious

warfare -- doctrine, training, operation, equipment specif'cation and

design -- were contacted in an effort to develop a reasonable definition of

the jobs to be done by high speed amphibian trucks and of the basic con-

straints within which designs must be conceived.

Fundamental relationships amorng design and performance features,

on land, on water, and between, were cataloged and examined for interactions
and explicit and implicit limitations. The opening operational analysis,

the interviews, and the fundamental technical rilationships together created

an envelope of design targets and constraints which was expressed as a

series of guidelines for the ensuing study designs.

There followed a series of preliminary designs of amphibious trucks
within those guidelines, using a number of ideas then relatively new in

detail. These preliminary designs generated requirements for various towing

tank studies, whose results, .along with those from other related ongoing

tank tests, were fed back into subsequent interations of the study design~s.

The detailed results 3f these tank studies are summariked in Vol. II of

this reporti.

After a number of cycles, the study designs were finalized and their

evaluation on a cost basis was begun. These cost stulies were not completed

at the time the program was redirected. At that time, they had shown no

significant operating cost differences among the several study designs. The

incomplete figures comparing system operating costs usi'tg the proposed high

speed amphibian trucks with system costs using competitive vehicle types --

helicopters, hydrofoil amphibians, etc. -- are now so out of date that

their publication at this time, in their present form, would serve no
useful purpose: updating and completing them is well beyond the intent of

this effort.
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6. PRELIMINARY OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS

In order to place some general bounds on the overall problem, a

simple analysis was made among the following lumped system performance

parameters, without regard to technical means by which these might in

fact be achieved:

SAverage operating water speed at full load VW mph

Average operating land speed at full load VL mph
Vehicle cargo capacity C tons

Water distance, one way OW mi

Land distance, one way 0L i
Total distance, one way (D + 0L) 0 mi

W L
Net hatch rate = unloading rate R tons/hr

Number of vehicles required per hatch N

In this analysis steady state condition was assumed and all one-way
vehicle loads were considered to just equal rated capacity (or to average

at rated capacity). A constant time of 10 minutes was assessed per round
trip for crossing the surf line. Refueling and routine scrvice were assumed

to take place concurrently with unloading. Unloading rate was assumed

(purely for simplicity) to be equal to the net shipside hatch rate. Operating

speed of the vehicle returning empty was assumed 25% greater than full-load

speed, whether afloat or ashore.. Finally, loading and unloading occupies

one vehicle each.

Under these assumptions, the expression for the number of vehicles

required to service a single hatch continuously is:Ii N2+ [+ 1.8 +-!

'iiL
li _ __ __ _
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Despite its great simplicity, N offers a good first-order evaluation

of the size of the problem. The actual numbers of vehicles continucusly

.* in operation at one time become large when the problem of unloading several
ships at a substantial distance is cornidered, particularly if hatch rates
are significantly increased over the present ridiculously low levels. For

example, unloading a single ship (3 hatches) discha-ging 50 ton/hr/hatch I I
approximately 14-1/2 miles at sea and dumping 1-1/2 miles inland with

vehicles capable of 10 mph on land and an extreme of 50 mph in the water, -
would require, continuously, 16 15-ton or 36 5-ton amphibian trucks to keep
up with the unloading capability of the ship (see Table IV). At the present

5-7 ton/hr/hatch rate a ship would keep only 7 15-ton vehicles or 10 5- 4
tonners busy.

The ratios of the numbers of units required to service a hatch fully

with vehicles of different capacities and water speeds (N ) is also

enlightening. Fig. 5 shows, as a function of water speed, Ae ratio of the J
required number of 5-ton vehicles of a varying water speed.to the required

number of 5-ton, 5-mph vehicles (N5 vw/N 5 N This relationship is shown

for two hatch rates (R = 10 and 50 tons/hr/hatch), each at two total distances
(D = 4 and 16 mi). Route breakdown in Fig. 5 (and also in Fig. 6) is 90*/ water, , :

10% land. Average land speed (assumed partially off-road) is taken at

10 mph in all cases. 7- i

Fig. 6 is the same picture (Ni V/N 1 5 5 ) for 15-ton carriers.

F'

Si "

:5 V 15i5

Lt$
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TABLE IV

N UMBER OF AMPHIBIANS REQUIRED IN CONTINUOUS

OPERATION TO SERVICE A SINGLE HATCH

Steady State Assumed

"VL = 10 mph

SL= 0.1 x , DN = 0.9 x D, D = 0.9 x D

? Hatch Rate 5 tons/hr/hatch 50 tons/hr/hatch

Cargo Capacity
of Amphibian (C', 5 tons 15 tons 5 tols 15 tons

Total One-way 4 mi 16 mi 4 mi 16 mi 4 mi 16 mi 4 mi 16 miI Distance (D)

Ii Amphibian

Water Speed (VW)

10 mph 2.9 5.1 2-3 3.0 10.9 32.5 5.0 12.2

30 niph 2.5 3.3 2.2 2.4 6.6 15.2 3.5 6.4

50 mph 2,4 3.0 2.1 2.3 5.7 11.7 3.2 5.2

11

II

II
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7. WHAT IS HIGH SPEED?

For a logistic amphibian in a military opera'tion., speed has various

kinds of relatively intangible values, against which it usually incuri

substantial direct dollar costs. Positive values are the reduction in I
vulnerability of the unit to enemy fire and the decrease in time required

to respond to varying battle requirements. Increased operating speed may

also reduce the number of some direct operating personnel (drivers) but

Salso increase the number of others (mechanics). Many of the costs of

speed will be substantially more tangible. For example, the total installed

horsepower required will increase with the speed of the individual units,

simply because the power required increases with speed. Other costs of

speed, tied more-or-less directly to horsepower requirements are the

important elements of initial price, fuel consumption, and maintenance.

The simple lumped parameter analysis of the preceding-section gives

some more concrete guidance in answering the question of what is "high speed" 1

for logistic amphibians. Figures 5 and 6, for example, show a decided

leveling off in the number of machines required at water speeds of the order

of 20-30 mph, regardless of delivery distance and hatch rate.

Figure 7, derived from Figures 5 and 6, shows the samee thing in other I
terms. It presents the percent reduction in number of machines achieved

by doubling their water speed from the value shown on the abscissa. Thus, r
as shown in Figure 7a, the doubling of the speed of a 5 ton/S-mph unit

operating over a 16-mile distance with a hatch rate of 10 tons/hr/hatch

(to 10 mph) reduces the required number of machines by 30%, whereas further

doubling its speed (from 10 mph to 20 mph) reduces the number required by

a further 20%, and the next doubling (20 mph to 40 mph) by 16%. The total

reduction from 5 to 40 mph is thus only 53%-

These curves, considered together with first iteration estimates of L
power required, propeller performance and power plant weights for vehicles

in the 5- to 15-ton payload range, led to the decision that the study de- F

signs for high speed amphibians should be targeted upon a full load, still

water speed of 30 mph. A 1960 Army study2 reached the same conclusion by "1

essentially the same route, but current Marine Corps targets are tougher.

These call for the same order of speed In sea state 3, which is characterized -- i

by waves up to five feet high. j J
SJI

'1
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I 8. WHAT SIZE HIGH SPEED AMPHIBIAN TRUCK?

World War il experience with the 2-4 ton DUkW (wjhich in favorable

I situations often carried up to 4 tons) clearly showed that a machine with

a larger cargo capacity was desirable. Transportation Corps experience

i1 in post-World War II years with experimental vehicles so large as to be

unroadable under all but the most carefully controlled traffic conditions,

on the other hand, showed,that acceptability in general on-road traffic

* is also highly desirable. Accordingly, it was early determined that at
least some of the study designs should be of the maximum size which could3 still reasonably be considered roadable.

In specifying the envelope dimensions for roadability, experience in

traffic with such machines as long distance buses and rubber-tired construc-

tion equipment was consulted, rather than statutory limits. This led to
3• the still somewhat arbitrary election of target overall planform limits of

40 feet long by 10 feet wide and a first iteration estimate that a 30-mph
planing hulled amphibian of this size would have a gross vehicle weight of

25,000 pounds and a rated net cargo capacity of 5 tons.

In addition, it was decided to explore the feasibility of a larger
planing machine with no roadability restrictions. A review of figures from

an ongoing ORO study, subsequently reported in 195727 indicated that some

75% of resupply cargoes were packageable in units of 4 tons or less. Ten
percent were in units of 4-14 tons, and the remainder of the tonnage con-

sisted of such outsize units as tanks, bridging equipment, eecc. These figures,

plus a companion search for available components in the light of the first
estimate power and running gear requirements, led to the selection of 15-ton

net cargo capacity as the target for the largest of the sample designs.

The lidmped parameter analysis was again used to examine the potential of
this size of vehicle relative to the roadable (5-ten payload) machine.

The results are shown in Figure 8, which gives the ratio of the number of

15-ton carriers of 3 given speed required to service a hatch to the number

of 5-ton carriers of the same speed to do the same job (N15,V,,/N5,v,,) as

a function of total distance. Two hatch rates (R = 10 and 50 tons/hr/hatch),
each at two water speeds (VW 5 and 30 mph) are shown.

/ N
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Figure 8 indicates that, at currently accepted hatch rates (< 10 tons/hr/

hatch), it takes at least six 15-ton/30-mph machines to do the same job

(in terms of tons of small lot cargo) as ten 5-ton/30-mph machines, out to

total one-way distances of the order of 30 miles. It also indicates that 11

the larger size machines are more advantageous at slow water speeds and

large distances- Both situations improve with hatch rate, but in balance I
it appeared from this rough analysis that emphasis in the further design

study should be placed upon the maximum roadable vehicles. The 15-ton

machine was accordingly not considered in the same detail as the smaller

units, but was rather worked out to demonstrate scale effects upon the

planing concept.

9. THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPROVING HATCH RATES

5 I
Stephens, in his 1952 report previously referred to , pointed out that

the rate of ship-to-shore delivery of a given number of existing slow-speed

amphibian trucks could be increased many times without any need for new
technology simply by using them properly and by increasing hatch unloading 1

rates. At late as 1960, accepted hatch rates for general military cargo I
were in the leisurely range of 5-10 tons/hr/hatch2 . Stephens demonstrated

during his WW il field work with the DUKWs that with proper shipside and

boom rigging, good job organization, and effective hatch gang motivation,

over-the-side loading of DUKWs in favorable sea conditions from ordinary

cargo ships could regularly proceed at rates of the order of 30 tons/hr/

hatch.

It may be shown by a minor alteration to the basic lumped parameter

equation that, out to a total one-way distance of the order of 6-10 miles,

increasing the intermittent hatch rates from 5-10 tons/hr/hatch to

30 tons/hr/hatch will improve the total daily delivery of a given number

of 5-mph amphibians as much as or more than increasing their water speed to *-

30 mph and continuing to load at the lower hatch rates. Thus, from a

system performance viewpoint, first priority should be given to raising hatch .

rate standards and targets to new but realistic levels, and to providing the

training, incentives, and detailed equipment necessary to make them workable.

.1f

1:i
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Figures 5-8 show clearly that hatch rates must be substantially im-

proved in order to make any high speed amphibian truck system reasonably

effective in relation to the current 5-7 mph systemso'expecially at modest

transport distances. Thus, from Figure 5, at a total distance of 4 miles,

six 5-ton/30-mph amphibians are required to do the work of ten 5-ton/5-mph

I vehicles if the hatch rate (for both) is only 10 tons/hr/hatch, but onif
four of the high speed units are required to replace ten of the slow ones

if the hatch rate (for both) is 50 tons/hr/hatch.

It is clear that high-speed amphibians wi.ll not show to advantage

proved. In fact,, the influence on the operation of improvements in hatch

rate alone cannot be overemphasized. (This point was also stressed in the

1957 ORO study and the 1960 Army study already referred to.)

10. BASIC GUIDELINES FOR THE-STUDY DESIGNS

Once the full scope of the amphibian truck problem began to emerge

from the initial studies, iteration of major interrelated factors produced

a list of apparently feasible and consistent performance objectives and[ general constraints to guide the 5-ton planing amphibian study designs.

These self-imposed guidelines, some of vh ich have already been touched

upon, were essentially as given in the list following. Although they were

always considered subject to change as the work progressed in detail, the

option was not widely exercised. The guidelines were broadly interpreted

in transferring them from the 5-ton planing to the 15-ton planing and to the

Sea Serpent concepts, however.

I. General: The machines were to be designed for flexible use

in unloading conventional cargo ships lying at sea, conveying

their cargo across exposed sand beaches or prepared shoreline

areas,over reasonable off-road terrain and/or on roads as avail-

able, to inland transfer or dump points. They were to be full

amphibians, designed for extensive, effective operation ashore

as well as afloat in inprotected waters. They %Pre to be based
upon current and conservatively projected state-of-the-art, so

far as mechanical components were concerned.
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2. Size: The basic 5-ton planing amphibian designs were to be

of maximum roadable size, as follows:

Overall width in on-road configuration: 10 ft desired maxlmum
12 ft absolute maximum

Overall length: 40 ft maximum

Height: vehicles were to be suitable for rail shipment.
If overall width exceeded 10'-4", the notion was
that they could be shipped on beam end with wheels
retracted, provided that the overall height in this I
configuration was reducible to 10'-4" or less.

payload: maximum consistent with size and other requirements
and constraints. Estimated -- 5-ton net.

3. Water Speed: 30 mph at gross vehicle weight in still water.

4. Static Water Stability: Units were to have 24 in. metacentric

height * (minimum) when loaded with a "full and down" 5-ton-size i
CONEX container having a gross weight equal to the net payload

capacity of the vehicle. To achieve this, the beam was to be

increased as necessary up to 12 feet. If this still did ,iot do

the trick, payload was to be reduced. Minimum range of stability i
In the same unfavorable load condition was tc be approximately 500.

5- Cargo Provisions: Cargo was to be carried on a clear, flat, self-

ba!lIng deck ("wet deck") providing at least 25 sq.ft. of cargo

area per net. payload ton, and of a size and shape to carry a

single 5-ton-size CONEX container. The deck was to be unobstructed [I
for overhead loading, and to be suitable for unloading and loading

by a large off-road forklift when ashore. Minimum static freeboard

at the cargo deck was (quite arbitrarily) to be 20 in. when loaded

to rated capacity.

*Approximately the minimim value considered "safe" in generalizing
field experience with the WWii OUKW. 4

-;'4
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6. Off-Road Mobility: No reduction was to be tolerated in the

level of soft soil mobility below that of the better amphibian

trucks and all-wheel-drive military cargo trucks then current.

Soft soil mobility, and soft sand mobility in particular, were

to be improved if at all possible. There was no expectation

that sufficient increases in mobility could be made simultaneously

with the jump in water speed or to make any sfgnficant change in

the extreme mud operation or riverbank egress limitations of then

current amphibians and off-road trucks. Accordingly, an EklundI i Mobility Factor of 100 was set up as the design minimum.

The basic dimensional envelope was to have the following

ground clearance: 
18 in. minimum

angle of approach: 300 approximate minimum

angle of departure: 250 approximate minimum

break angle: 100 approximate minimum

Minimum gradeability was set at 60%. Reasonable wheel suspension

for off/on-road ride and conformance to major terrain irregularities

I:• was considered desirable.

7- On-Road Performance:

Speed on good level pavement: 40 mph desired minimum
30 mph absolute minimum

Minimum turning radius: 35 ft. desired

8. Surfability: At least to DUKW capabilities. This was considered

to dictate a min;mum beaching speed of 6 mph, and a hull with

high lift bow and stern sections closed against swamping.

9. Slow Speed Water Performance: When afloat, the vehicles were to

have controllability at slow speed and when stalled on a spring

line (as during shipside operation4 ','7)at least to the standards

of the DUKW, for adequate surfability and for good shipside maneuver-

ing and manners.

I'
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In relation to the 15-ton planing study design, dimensions were to be

the minimum consistent with the payload capacity assumed. A rear loading

ramp and other provisions to make the unit suitable for the carriage of I!
military vehicles up to 15-ton GVW were to be provided. Stability was to

be evaluated with three 5-ton CONEX units or with one 15-ton GVW vehicle aboard.

In concepting the Sea Serpent units, the 5-ton net payload was assumed i
rather than maximum roadable dimensions in order to permit ready comparison

with theyplaning machines. Overall dimensiors wereaccordingly,to be mini-
mlzed. Target water speed was,for the coupled units, approximately twice1
that of current conventional amphibians -- i.e., 16-18 mph -- when assembled

into practical length trains.

]1. INTERACTION MATRICES

Design is a process of continual compromise among competing require-

ments and constraints. The more varied the operations a machine must perform,

and the more varied the environments in which it must perform them; the

more numerous, complex, and Interrelated are the compromises involved.

The design of a high speed amphibian truck is,by any standard,a complex

design problem.

A series of simple interaction matrices among major performance and

design features at two upper tiers of design delineate the gross areas

where compromises must be expected. The first of these, Figure 9, shows

two levels of interaction (1 - primary, 2 = secondary) between general

design features (considered as the independent variables) and general

performance areas (dependent). Figure 10 presents the broad picture of

Interrelations between pairs of general design characteristics, again at

two levels. In this matrix, characteristics across the top are considered

Independent; those down the left side,dependent. Thus there are two

entries for each pairing of features. Reading down a column indicates the I
extent of the influence of the column feature on each dependent row feature;

reading across the row for the same feature shows the extent to ..hich it

I
I
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Is affected by the other features when they, In turn, are considered as

the independent (column) features.

Figures 9 and 10 forecast questions of wheel retraction and wheel-

well doors which are not discussed until the next section, but they are

essentially self-explanatory.

Each independent design elenient also has similar interaction problems.

As some of these second tier matrices are presented It 'will become clear
that the several matrices, together with the general design guidelines,

define a close-fitting 'envelope about possible solutions.

E ,12.,... P.LANING HULL DESIGN

Wheel Retraction, Yes -r No

There is no practical possibility for a planing hulled amphibian

in which, during high-speed water operation, the wheels and land running

gear are not fully retracted into the basic clean hull envelope clear of

the water flow over the hull bottom. Figure ii ilustrates the magnitude

of the drag increment at low speeds chargeable basically to exposed wheels.
The curves summarize the results of towing tests on a scale model of the

XM157 DRAKE 8x8, amphibian in which the model was tested complete and then

with Its wheels removed and-*the wheel cut-outs filled in to produce a

fair hull Tne increment in the drag of the wheeled version over the

fair body is substantial, resulting in a drag coefficient ( R. .)-AV2 )

for the total drag of all eight wheels only, which is of the order of 2
over the speed range tested. * Similar tests run on the LARC V model 2 5

1 showed Increments which, normalized onthe same arbitrary basis, also give

drag coefficients of the order o' ..

Despite their crudity, these figures may be used to form a first-

order estimate of the increase in drag which might reasonably be expected

V Jon a 5-ton planing hull if its tires and wheels are not retracted. At

30 mph (using CD = 2)- this is a staggering 13,000 pounds -nearly 40% of

the originally projected gross weight of the entire machine, and more than

twice the expected basic hull drag. Enough said.

For simplicity, the area, A, is taken as the projected frontal area of

the two leading tires exposed below tho fair hull line.

II_ __ _ __ _ _
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The wheels may be retracted out of the flow Into wells in the hull

and the welis provided with closures or wheel well doors to make the hull

fair. However, the wheel well Joe-s present profound structural problems.

Due to impact pressu.es lie rur, ng in a seaway, forward doors and

their supporting structu. and hardware must be designed for loadings of

the order of 2000 Ib/sq.ft. 29 *n land, running cross-country, the opened

doors are exposed to all manner of potential abuse unless retracted c3m-

pletely within the hull structural envelope. An alternative to using
wheel wells w:th c!osures, which was not appreciated until after the study 34

design work was completed, is to retract the wheels !nto open-sided

recesses in the fair Eull, and to so shape the hull in the area of these

recesses chat, vw.hen planing, the water flow separates cleanly at the

leading edge of the recess and realigns smoothly with the fair hull line r
aft without generating massive. drags. Figure 12 shows one of the towing tank 4
tested scale models of this wrncept. While these tests indicated that

the bull discontinuities increased specific hull drag by about 25% asI

compared to a clean hull , the tradeoff (added power for reduced complexity

and vulnerability) appears attractive. However, due to reasons given in the

introduction, no study designs exploited this concept within the framework

of the initial guidelines were made; therefore the full impact of this

approach upon vehicle stability and beam requirements, structure, weights,

tire sizes, and general performance was not consistently evaluated. T i

General Planing Hull Form Considerations

Planing hulls are used primarily to achieve low drags at high speeds. j !

The basic factors affecting drag of a V-bottom hull at a given planing

speed are the hull deadrise angles, the bottom loading, the longitudinal 1Z

location of the center of gravity, and the basic length-to-width ratio of

the hull 3 0 '3 1 ' 3 2  In order to achieve the lowest drag" 3t full speed in -"

still water, the hull deadrise in the planing area should be small. On

the other hand, in order to reduce impact forces and drag increments when I

Note that stowrage may be so arranged that the retracted wheel helps .
to support the wheel doors.

I

.2
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operating in rough seas, and hence to be able to maintain a reasonable

portion of the boat's still-water speed under these conditions, deadrise

should be relatively large, especially forward. Lowest drag up to modest

g planing speeds is achieved with a relatively long, narrow hull and a

distinctly sternward center of gravity location. For lowest "hump" drag

(the transitional speed range over which lift changes from essentially

hydrostatic to hydrodynamic, just before planing begins in earnest) the

longitudinal center of gravity should be a little further forward. Low

drag is generally favored by low bottom loading.

The kind and extent of the relationship between some of the major

hull design parameters and overall performance are summarized in Fig. 13.

In this matrix, the hull parameters are considered independent, and their

reactions upcn performance are indicated by '"W and "-". A "+" indicates

that performance in the column category will generally be improved by an

increase in the corresponding hull feature; a "-" indicates that the

performance will generally be degraded. Figure 14 indicates the first

and second order inter-relationships between hull design features only.

The columns, as in Fig. 10, are considered independent variables, the

rows dependent. Interactions of land running gear, which is the primary

interface between land and water design features, with hull design features

are also suggested.

These gross generalizations serve to crystallize some of the prob-

lems peculiar to the design of a planing hull for an amphibian. The

severe dimensional constraints ;nposed by land operations, combined with

the high gross weights resulting from the dual purpose structure and the

necessary carriage of land running gear, lead to bottom loadings of 100

to 200 lb/sq ft, which only begin where pleasure and work boat experience

Jgenerally leave off (40 to 100 lb/sq ft)30-3/4  The dimensional constraints

also limit the scope for accommodating the important rough sea problem.

For instance, ground clearance and roll stability on land are favored by

of tire size and number, wheel retraction, angle of approach and the

generation of bow buoyancy in surf operation. Again,-the longitudinal

II _ _ _ _ _ _
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center of gravity (and/or the axles) must be so located as to provide U
proper tire loadings as well as a hydrodynamically favorable longitudinal

center of gravity location.

Three Basic Hull Types

Three basic plening hull types were considered in the study designs.

These will be zalled the Lo-V, Hi-V, and W hulls. The Lo-V hull (Concept !1

is characteristized by low deadrise and a chine carr;ed 3ow unt". well fc7-

ward, in order to permit full housing of the wheels with a relatively small I
retraction distance (Figures 15, 16, 17 and 21a). The W hull (Concepts 2, 1
4 and 5) is an inverted-V hull, with vertical sides which permits more

favorable accommodation of the land running gear than the Lo-V form (Figures j :

18, 19, 20, 21b, 24, 25, 26 and 27). The Hi-V hull (Concept 3) is a more

normal appearing boatlike hull with desirable high deadri:,e fnrward, in

which the chine forward is deliberately raised to permit the front tires,

when fully extended for land use, to be operated and steered completely A

clear of the wheel wells (Figures*22 and 23).

Although scale model tests showed some possible propeller aeration " •

in the W hull layout,1 later tests of 6he one-half scale model of thistendncy35,76
type of hull in 1960 did not reveal any. such tendency. The 1960 test

bed utilized twin, over-the-stern propellers however, so the question is
not fully resolved, for the study designs incorporate large, single screws.

Examples of each type of hull were scale-model tested in the towing

tank early in the program, .neraly at lower gross weights, and hence

lower bottom loadings, than the final study designs. The results of these

tests are summarized in Fig. 28. It appears from this figure that when

compared to the "good" boat of Fig. 2, the first-order compromises used

to adapt these hull types to the amphibian problem have increased the

basic hull drag over the planing speed range by 30% or more, and have

generally increased the hump resistance even more. The compromises made

were, essentially, that the hulls be short and narrow for their displace- I 4-

ment; that they not taper in beam frem amidships to the transom as on

properly designed boats; and that their forefoots cut back in varyin9

degrees to achieve reasonable angles of approach for land operation.
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The more than proportionate increase in hump drag is typical of

short, overloaded boats, but is undoubtedly aggravated in some cases

by the bow compromises.

As the study designs were developed by successive Iterations to

meet the basic guidelines, displacement increased, beams increased,

longitudinal centers of gravity were adjusted, and numerous details of

the hull shape were further altered. The final resistance curves used

to calculate the performance of the completed designs were estimated by

extrapolation from the earlier tank curves; guided by tank test data from

I 3other amphibian programs and basic reference works on planing hulls,
30such as the paper by Murray and more recently those by Clement and

I Blount 3 1 and Savitsky3 2 .

The final study design resistance curves are shown in Figs. 29

through 33. These estimates include allowances for appendage and air

drag as well as bare hull resistance. Shifts in iongitudinal center of

gravity with loading condition are also accounted for. In general, this

effect was to shift the LCG slightly forward of the optimum position in

the light running condition and aft of the optimum in the overload condi-

tion. The magnitude of these shifts was a function of the overall layout

and the corresponding location of the cargo space.

13 WATER PROPULSION

Selection of an appropriate water propulsion system for the planing
amphibians involved design for two distinct modes of operation: high speed

SU opt-ration during the main transport phase and low speed operation with
good maneuverability when alongside the ship, when loitering awaiting a

I load, and when passing from land to water or water to land through the

N surf zone, where a speed of 6-10 mph is adequate. In the beaching opera-
tion especially, the propulsion gear must operate in a protected position.

It was immediately apparent from the thrust and towrope powers

involved at high speeds that strenuous efforts were required to obtain

I respectable propulsive coefficients. The 20-25% values4,719"20,21 obtained
at much lower powers in the extreme propeller tunnels of slow speed amphi-

bians were clearly out of the question. Thus if a screw propeller was

ii
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to be used, some scheme whereby it was operable in a normal boat environ-

ment for high speeds, and In a protected 7ocation at low speeds, would be

required.

Alternatives to screw propulsion were examined briefly at the out-

set of the study. The most obvious alternative was some form of water jet

propulsion. Preliminary calculations, based upon scant Information on such

important parameters as inlet efficiencies, indicated that a net jet area

equivalent to a 24" diameter outlet would be required to achieve reasonable

propulsive efficiencies.

A brief and unrewarding axploration was also made of the use of a T
smaller, high velocity jet system with cascaded static jet pump elements

to improve efficiency. The state-of-the-art in water jet propulsion in 1956

did not include working Installations of the size and power apparently re-

quired. Work on water jet propulsion since that time does not yet appear

to have caught up with the basic requirements as then set forth(cf- Ref. 42).

Experimental installations reported in the literature are still only toys

in relation (cf. Ref. 36-39). The decision was taken to proceed on the
basis of the well-documented screw propeller.

Use of the screw propeller still Involved many problems aside from

the development of a reasonable dual-operation retraction scheme. Propeller

loadings and space limitations, which, with tip clearance and shaft angle

considerations, dictated the upper limits of propeller diameter, were such

that it did not appear that cavitation could be avoided. Accordingly,

propeller performance estimates were made on the basis of data on cavit- I

ating propellers. The original calculations were rechecked using recently
40

published data on supercavitating propellers and some m-inor adjustments

made. Calculated net thrusts for supercavitating propellers (3-bladed, 33"

diameter x 20" pitch for the 5-ton vehicles, 55" x 33" for the 15-ton machine) I
are superimposed upon the gross resistance curves for the several final study

designs shown earlier in Figures 29 through 33. I

These have since been verified by recalculations using relatively more
up-to-date component efficiencies36,3T.

IT
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I A number of propeller retraction schemes amenable to the required
dual operation were considered, and two selected for elucidation. TheIfirst scheme is illusrated In Figure 34. A single screw with its struts
and an appropriate torque reacting high speed rudder are mounted on a
retractable tunnel roof. For high speed operation, this roof is lowered
hydraulically to complete the fair hull of the unit, and propeller and
rudder are in the normal position for a planing boat.

The necessary constant velocity universal joint in the propeller
shaft operates at a small angle in this maximum torque mode. Joints of

this type are widely used in automotive work, but would require special
development to carry the high torque and thrust loads involved, and to

S I live in the marine environment.

The cavity above the turnel roof drains once the vehicle is planing,
I 3but will be filled during "takeoff." This will add some 2000 pounds of

apparent weight to the vehicle and hence is reflected in an increase in
"hump" resistance as compared to a completely fair hull.~ IlupIrssac

For beaching, loitering, and shipside operation, the tunnel roof
is retracted, placing the propeller in an inefficient but protected
position, and bringing into effective use a larger rudder mounted in the

S3permanent tunnel roof aft of the retracting roof section. Should this
prove advisable provision may be made elsewhere for automatically limiting
power available in tnis configuration In order to protect the constant

I Uvelocity joint when operating at the large angle involved.

The second arrangement of screw propellers studied was a variation• IUof the right angle "over the stern" drive, in a basic arrangement which
dates back to an Ericsson auxiliary sailing ship of 1845. 41 This arrange-

I ment is illustrated in Fig. 35. As finally proposed two propellers were
used, which could be swung in a transverse plane so as to operate beneath

~I the fair hull line for high speeds, or protected in a shallow tunnel for
low speeds. Tractor propellers were initially selected in order to reduceScavitation (in the original propellers) and to permit the incorporation of ruddcrs

- cvtto (_-n 
-h Zrig77a
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on the propeller nacelles, since the side swing arrangement did not readily

adapt to steering by swiveling the propellers. It is recognized that the

rudders shown in Fig. 35 are too small for the purposes intevnded and. that

a better design than that illustrated would have to be employed. It was

envisioned that these rudders would be incorporated on the after-side of

the lower hub drive housings, and means and suggested to keep these 4
vertical throughout the swing range of the drive. The layout incorporated I
a dual gear drive to keep the hub diameter reasonable in spite of the

high .torques which were to be transmitted and a differential to insure

load sharing between the input gears. Such a dual shaft arrangement had

recently been successfully constructed for the Navy by the Waste KingI

Corporation of Los Angeles and a similar concept has since been proposed

for still higher power- installations.65 Although two supercavitating

propellers of 24 in. diameter appears adequate for the job, propellers I

of up to 28" diameter could be accommodated on the study design which

employed the final version of this basic arrangement. 7

14. IA•ND RUNNING GEAR

Figures 36 and 37 present matrices illustrating, respectively, the

interplay of major land running gear design features and gross performance,

and the mutual interactions of the design features. In the interfeature

matrix, hull design is also included, as a lumped unit, because it is the It
principal interface between land running gear design and the total vehicle.

The most fundamental source of conflict, of course, if the size It
and number of tires required to insure the desired level of off-road

performance. The problem is aggravated by the absolute requirement that

the tires be retracted for high speed water operation. Note that the

"1'maximum roadable" guideline under which the 5-ton study designs were

developed effectively ruled out retraction schemes (since used on some

Navy test beds) which increase the width of the vehicle on land over that

when afloat. It was found that the beam required to obtain the desired

level of roll stability when afloat was generally greater than the

"desirable" 10-foot limit, so that there was, by this self-imposed rule,

no room to work outside the hull beam when ashore.

wI_
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It was also apparent that the necessarily large wheel wells (or

side cavities in a doorless arrangement) .seriously affected roll stability

by reducing water plane area at or near the beam limi.t. This effect was

lessened somewhat in some layouts by holding the wheel track to normal

road vehicle dimensions and providing polyfoamed buoyancy cells outboard

3 of the wheel wells. This arrangement also allowed the stowage of single

wheel well doors (under the stability cells) outboard of the wheels,

3 where they belonged, if at all.

If the wheel wells must be big enough to allow pivoting of the

I 3large tires within the wells for steering, the static roll stability

situation deteriorates further. Such big wheel wells also increase the

I size, and hence the complexity and vulnerability, of the wheel well doors

required. For these reasons, consideration was given in several of the

study designs to steering on land by means of frame articulation, as on

the then upcoming Army GOER vehicles. Yaw motion only was incorporated,
however, to minimize the difficulties in maintaining a fair hull for high

speed planing.

Wheel retraction for high speed planing is absolutely necessary.

At the time the study designs were completed, the need for wheel well

closures was also accepted. A high deg'ree of comp!exity relative to

existing vehicles was unavoidable. Accordingly, one overall design object

was to keep the mechanical systems as simple and rugged as possible without

S* sacrificing those refinements essential to the desired performance. To

this end, special effort was made to keep wheel well doors small, single,

and operable by a simple rotary motion (Fig. 17). It was planned to

5 pressurize the wheel wells with bleed air from the power plant to avoid

carrying any significant amount of entrained water, but the use of seals

on the wheel doors was not planned.

* Nonetheless, for safety, static roll stability was calculated on the
i • basis of the freeflooding water plane.

Ij

I:_ _ __ _ _ _
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The wheel retraction itself involved many relatively new problems,

despite extensive prior art in the aircraft field, for amphibian truck

wheels must all be driven. At the present time the most obvious solution

to driving wheels which must retract is to use in-wheel hydrostatic motors.

This possibility was scouted in the beginning of the 1956-59 study, and

appeared feasible when and if suitable components were developed (as they

now largely have been). However, it was felt that the problem could also

be solved mechanically without depending upon further hydraulic component

developments, and that this should be illustrated. Accordingly, all of

the study designs utilize some scheme of mechanical wheel drive. The only
S• ~exception is the 15-ton machine, upon which in-wheel hydrostatic motors !

and integral reduction gears, intended for intermittent use, are shown

on the front wheels.

Ti res

Tire size was determined by the guideline objective of obtaining V
an Eklund mobility factor of 100 or i "'e. The Eklund load formula relates

tire dimensions and tire loading as follows:1

1.6dr b

where I

W = single tire load, lb. i

d r nominal rim diameter, in.rI
b = undeflected tire section width, in.

Because it depends strongly upon tire loading, tire selection became an

iterative process as the study design weight estimates developed, and

requisite tire sizes were fed back into the envelope dimensions, stability L

Ii

!"
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was checked, etc. The final tire sizes selected are shown in Table V.

Although It will not be readily apparent from the reduced scale layouts

presented later 'n this report, these final sizes are all a few inches

larger in diameter than those drawn. To accommodate these, the decks

must be raised, and this has been accounted for In the final dimensions,

I weights, and stability calculations, but the drawings were not redone.

Use of the opt.onal larger tire listed for the 15-ton payload 6x6, however,

3 would require more extensive change:,.

It was planned that all of the vehicles 'ould incorporate an inte-

grated cerntral tire inflation system designed to permit rapid alterations

in operating tire pressure from the cockpit. Where off-road performance

is a major problem, overlooking such a direct means for extending the

range of performance is shortsighted in the extreme. A schematic for

accomplishing a fail-safe, integral system has since been proposed in a

more recent study.'44

It will be noted in Table V that flexible, low tread sand service

I tires were specified. The possibilities for using the then-new, wide,

low pressure rolligons59 and terra-tires45 were briefly explored, but they

did not lend themselves to the layout requirements, which distinctly

favored narrow tires to accommodate the propeller(s) and to simplify the

structure, drive, suspensiori, and wheel well door design.

Use of folding tires suchas were then under beginning study for

STOL application by the Fairchild Aircraft Company was also examined

in hopes of reducing the problems of stowing the large retracted wheels.

Although the Fairchild development did not look suitable, recent develop-

ments in folding passenger car spare tires47 and large aircraft tires60

which reduce their stored diameter by some 130% of their section height,

suggest that this line of inquiry might profitably be reopened.

Advantage was taken, however, of the tire collapsing idea to the

extent of making the height of the stowage wells less than the tire

diameter. By partially deflating the tires through the central tireII

I:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __|_ _ __
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TABLE V [
TIRE SIZES SELECTED FOR HIGH SPEED AMPHIBIAN STUDY DESIGNS

Payload 5-ton 15-ton

Layout 6x6 4 x4 6x6 optional 6 x6

Tire size 18.00-25 21.00-25 29-5-29 33.5-33 r i

Ply rating 8 8 12 10

Approximate •-
inflation,

Highway, psi 22 20 25 20

Off-road, psi 12 15 15 15

Overall dimensions

Diameter, in. 61 67 75 87

Section width, in. 19 24 31 33 L

Tread Low Skid Sand Service

Weight per tire, lb. 370 410 1010 1380

•t I

I-

Ii
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I Inflation system during the retraction operation, they may be stowed at

1 low inflation in a considerably deflected (rather than folded) cond,•tion.

It was planned that necessary air for rapid reinflatlon up to about

10 psi would automatically be bled from the gas turbine compressors, and

that higher pressures would be obtained from the basic air brake system.

Running Gear Layout, Steering, and Retraction

The combined requirements of the planing hull design and the tires,

and the proper loading of each, dictated much. of the study design running

gear layout. TWo basic arrangements were considered: 4xA and 6x6. * In

i1 addition, two basic schemes for land steering were studied: ordinary

powered Ackermann steering of the front wheels (which involved either large

wheel wells or raising the fair hull line clear of the tire in its land

position) and steering by frame articulation (which required the fair

Sand proper structural joining of two watertight, structurally sound hull
sections). Although the combination of these features in the study de-

I 3signs was somewhat arbitrary, the pros and cons of these alternatives,

which involve basic wheel retraction methods and suspension objectives

I as well, are most easily outlined by describing the study layouts.

6x6 with Steering by-Articulation: Five-ton Concepts I and 2

(and the 15-ton Concept 5) illustrate the 6x6 arrangement utilizing frame

articulation for land steering (see Figs. 16, 19 and 27). The wheels are

retracted and stowed by pivoting in fore and aft planes without excessive

or extraneous wheel motion. All wheel well closures are single doors of

minimum size and complexity and can be arranged to stow inside the hull

S Jenvelope when the vehicle is operating on land. Steering is accomplished

hydraulically under full servo control about a king pin over the front

j axle. A positive dead-ahead lock is provided for use during high speed

water operation. The operator's cab may be on either the front unit

j (Concepts I and 5), or on the rear unit (Concept 2) (see Figs. 38 and 39).

*A tricycle gear with a single wheel under the forefoot was also brieflyf looked at, but at the time (and perhaps unfortunately) it was considered
to raise more problems than it solved.

I'



The design of adequate lightweight structure at the joint, and the

preservation of e fair body when afloat, present obvious but not unsolv-

able problems. Use of a small step in way of the hull joint to mitigate

the fairing problem was tank tested, but the results indicated tha't the
cost in drag was substantial. Accordingly, the use of a rugged inflatable

seal to prevent internal circuiation losses, was envisioned to close the

arced bottom joint. Operation of the seal was to be automatic and inter-

locked with the high speed joint locks (see Section 16, Controls, p.4 6 ).

it was i.mperative in the 6x6 layouts tfiat wheel suspension be

provided -n order to assure complete ground contact, and hence proper

flotation and traction, in reasonably uneven off-road terrain. This had

:onsiderable influence upon the selection of suitable wheel retraction

schenies, as will be seen. 3
4x4 with Ackermann Steering: Concepts 3 and 5 explore two possi-

bilities for use of Ar.k!rmann steering with the still larger tires required

on a 4xA vehicle. In concept 3 (Fig. 23), the fore part of the hull has

high deadrise and a high chine so that when in the land operating position, I
the front wheels may be steered under, and clear of, the hull. As a

result, the front wheel wells and doors are only of the size required

to house the front wheels at one steering angle only. In the study design, II
accomplishment of this arrangement cost considerable wheel retraction

motion, double wheel well doors fora-.d, and the elimination of front i
wheel suspensic.:n.

In the four study designs just described, vertical wheel retraction

wasz achieved by moving the wheels in a fore and aft plane on links.

Concept 4 (Fig. 25) illustrates an arrangement whereby retraction is

acco.mplished b' rotating the wheel, its final drive and basic support,

as one unit, about a centrally placed fore and aft pivot line, so that

in the stowed position the assembly is upside down with the final drive

outboard of the wheel (Fig. 40). In this arrangement the wheel well 1

closure is a rugged fender integral with the wheel assembly. It swings

naturally into the proper position when the wheel unit is rotated 1800

for storage, and is completely out of the way duringland operation. Ii*I
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This greatly mitigates the wheel well closure problem, and so makes

it look practical to steer the front wheels with-in the wells, which must

in any event be wide to permit rotation for stowage.

In the study design the space required to swing the wheel assemblies

governed the overallwith of the vehicle rather than loss of waterplane inertia to

the large wheel wells,with the result that this is the widest of the 5-ton

conc:epts, and has the greatest static roll stability. While it would

not he Inconceivable to incorporate a reasonable wheel suspension in the

rotating stowage assemblies, it was decided that this might be one compli-

cation too many on a study design already replete with unusual machinery.

Wheel Drive, Retraction, and Suspension

Wheel drive, retraction, and suspension were treated as the per-

formanc( requirements of a single integrated subsystem. Two such subsystems

iII were devised using whee's mounted on trailing arms, and still another was

e outlined to meet the special requirements of mechanical drive in the

"flop-over" wheel retraction concept just described.

Although all of the arrangements necessarily involved extensive[I new components, these were all within the current engineering art. Because

the drive-retraction-suspension subsystems all started with a relatively

clean OIate, it was possible to devise them within the following common

set of detailed guidelines:

I. Despite the great powers which were to be installed for high

speed water operation, it was decided that the land drive system

should be scaled completely to the much lower power and torque

levels required for an on-road speed of 40 mph and a full load

gradeability of 60%. This implied some method for insuring that

the land drive train was never subjected to the full available

instel led power.

2- In order to reduce torque transmission requirements through

'he retraction-suspension linkages and thus to reduce stresses

and weights, it was decided that the required new wheel drives

should incorporate a substantial in-wheel final drive reduction.!i
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3. For safety, service brakes were to be directly at the wheels.
Exposed single air/oil disc brakes, which had performed well in

the 1956 field trials on the XMI-47E3 Superduck, were to be used T

throughout.

4. All wheels were to be driven at all times. Differentials

were to be incorporated as necessary to insure proper torque

distribution among the wheels and to guard against drive-line

iýwindup.a These differentials were to be self-locking or lockable
under driver command.

Chain Case Drive: In the first wheel drive subsystem examined,

each wheel was carried on two parallel trailing arms which allowed

sufficient vertical wheel motion for both retraction and springing, and

which transmitted drive and braking torque reactions to the hull (Fig. 41).

The upper arm doubled as a case for a chain drive. A 3:1 spur gear final I
48reduction of the type then used by the Walter Truck Company was pro-

vided in each wheel. While it was recognized that the Walter layout 1
presented potentially more serious sealing and gearing problems than

did available, coaxially-driven planetary wheel reductions, it appeared

to lend itself better to the double linkage chain drive layout, wheel

stowage, and inboard power train layout. j
The use of swin9 half-shafts as an alternative to chain case drive

was ruled out in the study designs using this type of retraction- !.
suspension linkage, because the in-hull space required between the wheels

was pre-empted in the stern by the retractable propeller tunnel system t
used. This Is an example of interaction between this drive-retraction

system 3nd the propulsion system.

A second major interaction existed with the hull. For proper

functioning, the inboard pivots of the trailing arms had to be relatively

low and attached to substantial hull structure, suggesting use either

of a W or a Lo-V hull. When the basic chain case drive scheme was utilized

with a Hi-V hull, it appeared necessary to stiff-leg the front wheels,

eliminating the torque reacting arms and springing (Concept 3, Fig. 23).
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The chain case drive-retraction-suspension subsystem Included the1 I use of a single hydraulic cylinder at each wheel for retraction. These

cylinders, usea with appropriate accumulators and throttling valves,

became fully adjustable load carrying hydropneumatic springs and shock
absorbers when the wheels were in their !and operating configuration.

Chain case drive was Incorporated In the 15-ton study design. In

this much heavier machine, it was thought advis.!-le to relieve the sus-

pension links and chain cases of some of the moments generated by tire

side loads. This was accomplished through the use of an inboard hub-end

•- 3 slipper captured on an arcuate rail on the hull behind each wheel (see

Fig. 27).
Friction Roller Drive: A second, more radical wheel drive scheme

Involved friction drive to the surface of the tires (Fig. 42). This

S' 3 arrangement was suggested by the successful operation of William Albee's

Rolligon vehicles 4 , which were at the time the subject of widespread

interest. While Albee's wide Rolligon bags appeared inappropriate for
E Ihigh speed planing amphibians, the notion of friction drive was attractive

for several reasons:

I. Drive to retractable wheels could be accomplished with all

mechanical drive elements stationary in the hull, so that the

driven wheels were to all intents and purposes undriven so far

as the retraction mechanism was concerned.

2. A low torque, high speed 4xA drive train layout with the roller

drive providing a simple final drive reduction could be used to

SI power four, six, or eight wheels.

3. Although the system essentially utilizes only tire deflection
UI for springing, deflection under load occurs on two sides of the

tire, so that twice the effective travel of an ordinary unsprung

tire is available. The axle motion allowed by the upper tire

deflection may be damped. This system is only reasonable for

wheels which are not steered individually, so that its use in a

design dictates the adoption of steering by frame articulation.

1
I
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Of course, friction drive proposals immediately raise the bogey

of slippage between tha drive roller and the tire. While it appears

that most conditions where this might occur are already Immobilizing

conditions even when the wheels are positively driven, it was thought

that proper design of the drive roller could do much to alleviate what

might remain of this problem. As a starting point, an openwork "squirrel

cage" construction was suggested which permitted water and mud to work -

through it from the drive surfaces to an open hub end. Cleaning action

could be further augmented by a static internal screw. In addition, the i
selective use of the wheel retraction hydraulic system (in a hydro- I
pneumatic sprang configuration) to increase or decrease drive roller-to-

tire contact forces and use of the central tire Inflation system to control

contact areas were envisioned as regular parts of the operating procedure.

Flop-over Wheel Drive: The flop-over wheel retraction scheme invites

the use of hydrostatic wheel drive even more than any of the other arrange- j I

ments. A mechanical drive such as the 4x4 layout illustrated (Concept 4,

Fig. 25) nonetheless appeared (barely) feasible also. Features of this

layout are the drive and steering couplings which are retracted hydrauli-

cally to disengage the drive from the wheel assembly prior to retraction.
As already pointed out, the flop-over layout requires beam in

proportion to tire diameter (and, if it is extreme, tire width), and this

requirement increases if the wheels steer. In the study design, the

mechanical. drive arrangements pre-empted the space where a retracting

tunnel propeller might have gone. As a result the dual side-swinging, J3
right-angle drive propeller arrangement was adopted. However, the large

spaces occupied by the two rear whefl systems prevented use of the i
mechanical arrangement for the swing propellers as originally conceived

(Fig. 35). The same general objeictives were achieved by the adapted

configuration shown in Fig. 25, which employs retractable rudders mounted

co the hull in place of the rudders mounted on the propeller nacelles.

-.
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15. THE POWER PLANT AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The overriding fact In assembling a suitable power plant for these

machines was thatsfor high speed water operationscontinuous *real shaft

power required would be in the range of 1000-1500 HP, even for the 5-ton

units. In addition, weight was critical. The briefest review of poten-

tially available power plants shows that the only reasonable choice is a

gas turbine.

The advantages of the gas turbine in vehicles were already reco5!nized.

For a given power, they are light and compact. They are self-cooling, and

I 3may use a variety of fuels. They have generally proved to be highly re-

liable. The first cost of gas turbines per horsepo•er is gradually being

reduced, along with specific fuel consumptions,. which latter are now of

the order of 0.4 - 0.5 lb/SHP/hr for the latest units over the power range

from about 40% to 1001 of full power. 5 0  Gas turbines having a free power

~ I turbine have "steam engine" torque characteristics which eliminate the

need for hydrodynamic torque converters in land drive systems. 6 1  In

marine use the free turbine will drive a fixed pitch propeller at essn-

tially constant horsepower regardless of changes in leading, giving the

propeller some of the advantages of controllable pitch when it Is overloaded,

but potentially the system-has dangerous overspeed propensitles when the

* propeller is momentarily free.5 1

Some of the basic problems with gas turbine Installations per se

were also well known. They require large air flows as compared to !nternal

combustion engines, and are particularly sensitive to back pressure. They

require careful protection from dust and spray ingestion. (More recent

Navy experience has shown that they are also prone to erosion and corrosion

due to the ingestion of salt water particles of almost colloidal size
51,62,36

I j which are ever present in the marine environment 2, 6 3, 6 6 .)Finally, the

idling and low-load fuel consumption of gas turbines is high.

The low-load fuel consumption pruolem appeared wiost serious. A

maximum of about 250 HP was all that cou*., be utilized properly by the

5-ton amphibians on land and in water operbtions with the propellers in

protected position for beaching. Fur'.her, in actual field use, a fair

"I
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part of their running time would be spent loitering or loading at shipside.

The concept of a dual power plant, since successfully used in the Swedish

S tank,2 appeared to offer a satisfactory solution.

AE A basic layout was developed in which a turbine with the high power

required for planing was teamed with a 250 HP unit (Fig. 43). The simple,
53,61rugged turbine of the Boeing 502, 520, 550 series was selected for

the smaller unit rather than a gasoline engine, for example, because of

basic fuel, space, andweight compatibility. Ev" though this turbine did

not have a low specific fuel consumption, it was estimated at the time I?
that within its power range fuel savings would be from 60% at idle to 10%

at full power when compared to a largesingle unit.

This arrangement also provided ready means to insure low power at

the proper times, and a source of emergency power, either to get home on,

to get over the 'lump" with,.or to produce an extra burst of speed.

Some penalties were of course incurred. The first cost and the

weight of two turbines is each greater than for a single turbine, es-

pecially if it is decided to do without the overload power capacity

provided by the smaller unit. In addition, the collector gear case for

distributing power to the water, land, or land-and-water propulsion systems .|

will probably be somewhat heavier and more complex in the dual turbine system. I

The complete dual turbine power package included the collector which

also was a speed reducer, a normal marine reverse and reduction gear,* and

the powershifting portion (without ,rque converter) of the Allison

HT six-speed automatic transmission. Clutches for selectively discon-

necting the two turbines from the drive were also to be included. Possi-

bilities for reducing windage losses of an unfired turbine to acceptable

levels, so that these would not be needed, were not explored.

The package was compact and reasonably light. It fitted handily I
in the soace available under the 'ýwet" cargo deck as shown in Figures 16,

19, 23 and 25. The problem of emergency access to the engine room when J
loaded was not satisfactorily solved. Although in some of the layouts

it appeared possible to provide an unobstructed crawlway, the extensive T

duct work required to handle efficiently the large a. volume required by

*Size and weight was assumed as for the unit used with the big Packard

engine on World War II P.T. boats.
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the turbines would probably make any meaningful repair work in the

j| restricted space unlikely.

1The dual engine scheme was used with minor modiificatlons in all

.jfive of the platoing study designs. In the 15-ton design a more efficient

300 HP diesel engine replaced the small turbine.

I Power distribution from the power plant to the wheels utilized

normal universal jointed automotive drive shafts except for the drives

to the front axles of the articulated designs. As laid out, these

required use of a constant velocity joint at the differential. StandardI Jautomotive self-locking differentials were employed at each axle. Torque

splitters, lockable under driver control, were incorporated in the land

drive transfer case and axles as necessary. It was considered that the

I possibility for creep between the drive roller and tire obviated the need

for this ;n the 4xAi curm 6 x6 friction-drive arrangement, however.

"Attention was given to feasible means for protecting the gas turbines

from solid water and spray. The general scheme adopted was to duct incoming

air into the bilges away from the turbine air intakes (Figs. 38 and 39)-

"The turbines would then draw their air from the engine room, the presumption

Sbeing that gravity and distance would separate out the particulate water.
The bilges were to be baffled and screened to prevent the bilge water from

being splashed aboutinthe compartment before it could be removed by the

bilge pumps.

F 3Oversized folding exhaust stacks were carried high to reduce chances

of water reaching the hot end ofthe turbine, and snorkel-type closures

L were fitted as an• added protection. For crew protection, all exhaust

ducting was surrounded by a ventilated air space. Necessary sharp bends

in the ducts were assumed to incorporate properly designed diffusers to

keep pressure losses to a minimum.

i'
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16. CONTROLS

it was considered that a key to the technical feasibility of

planing amphibians lay in providing the calility to change its configura-

tion radically to suit the particular mode of operation of that moment.

By the same token, the key to operational feasib64ility appeared to lie in 4
making these changes as automatic and foolproof as possible. To this end,

all of the planing machines outlined were to picvir' the dcrivr with the II
following simple controls

i) Operation selector

2) Steering wheel

3) Land contro~ls

a) transmission eange selector
b) foot throttle
c) foot brake1
d) third differential lock -- as needed

4) Combined throottle-reverse gear marine- control

5) Static controls

a) harnd brake
b) winch controls
c) light swi'tches

The operation selector was conceived as a single-lever control

havitnQ six sequeontial positions:

a) ROAD j
b) OFF-ROADR
c) BEACHING
d) WATER MANEUVER (for use in close quarters generally,

alongside ship, and while loitering) I
e) WATER CRIISE
f) WX-rER MAX SEED

The positions should iearranged that the lever could only be moved one

posiition at a time. arm only to a position next to the one it was in. J
Feedback i-nteroc-ks w T& to be promded so that it could not be moved to

the ,mext posit~ion until all of the actions zlled for by the position

i-t was originally im were satisfactorily completed. The principal

ftEzctional characteristi:cs of this control are shown in Fig. 44, which

:s essentially self-explanatory. The control system was visalized as
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employing air valves and air-operated slave elements to actuate prime

* hydraulic and air control valves located directly at the units to be

controlled, or at the appropriate power source, as most convenient in

each case.

I In addition to the main featues shown in the figure, the following

operations were also to be automatically controlled:

I I) Wheel door oper .t'-n, to be part of the wheel retraction

sequence.

2) Land steering control to be disengaged and the land transmission

p'Jt in neutral as the lever passed from BEACHING to MANEUVER.

3) In going from MANEUVER to BEACHING, the land steering control

to be reengaged and. synchronized with the rudder and steering

wheel position.

4) Likewise, rudder control to be engaged and synchronized In

I passing from OFF-ROAD to BEACHING, and disengaged when the

control lever was moved from BEACH!NG to OFF-ROAD.

* 5) Bilge pumps to be engaged (or disengaged) and drain cocks

closed (or opened) as the selector passed between the OFF-ROAD

3 and BEACHING positions.

* IDuring the shift between MANEUVER and CRUISE the propeller would be

extended before the large ,urbine was fired, and the large turbine killed

before retraction began, in order to protect the marine propeller shaft

universal joint from high torque loads while at large angles. In addition,

in switching from one turbine to the other, the currently operating turbineI would not be cut out until the other was operating satisfactorily. An

inconvenientl'i located auxiliary control, permitting operation in the

SI CRUISE configuration of the small turbine only, would be provided for[ emergency use in the event of a malfunction of the main turbine while at sea.

iW
L
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The steering wheel would control the vehicle heading in all modes

of operation. The element or elements actuated -- land steering system,

rudders, or both -- would be automatically selected, engaged, and syn-

chronized by the operation selector, as just described. Steering ratios

in each case would be selected to give, insofar as possible, essentially

compatible heading response rates ip all three basic steering modes, land,

beaching/maneuver, and cruise/high speed. Both land and water steering l

would be hydraulically powered under hydraulic servo control.

The basic land controls would be all air-servo operated.

The marine speed control combined throttle and marine forward-

neutral-reverse operation in one continuous single-lever operation as

is now universally used in small boats. Selection of which turbine (or

both) was thus at the driver's command but would be made automatically,

as part of the operation selector function. The marine speed control also

used a simple air servo as the control linkage.

Static controls would be mechanically or electrically linked directly

to the driver's station where possible.

The planing amphibian control system outlined is relatively complex,

but so is the operation. Accordingly, it is not considered a luxury but

rather a necessity. It lets the engineer determine and direct the sequence

of all changes of operating configuration in a system with many options,

most of which are potentially destructive to some or all of the machine,

and perhaps to its occupants as well. In effect, the operation selector

provides a built-in set of instructions and a built-in check list. Such

integrated controls are esseatial in order to reduce driver skill and

training requirements and, if properly accomplished, reduce accidents and I
hence reduce downtime and increase availability.

Such a control system would obviously have to be fully engineered '•

and developed, and carefully manufactured, if it were not itself to be-

come a major bottleneck. While many usable bits and pieces are available

off-the-shelf for a possible test bed, a final system would undoubtedly

require the design and developnu,:nt of special components involving

-L________
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consolidation of functions into rugged, field replaceable modules adapted

to a marine environment. These would be special, and not cheap. But it
j was considered that a reliable system functioning generally as outlined

would be essential to the practical success of any machine of this kind

in the hands of the troops.

17. HULL STRUCTURE AND MATERIALS

Gross weight is a critical characteristic of any planing boat, for

the power required to achieve a given planing speed is essentially directly

proportional to it. It is doubly important in an amphibian, because the
size and weight of the land running gear and its supporting systems are also

direct functions of the total weight. Studies have shown that in a fully

rationalized passenger car design, a one pound i:[crease in the weight of a
single on-board component will result in a total increase of 1-5 to 2 poundsK when all other structural, power train, and running gear elements are properly

readjusted.68 This "cascade" effect is undoubtedly compounded in an

1 i amphibian, because two separate support, propulsion, and dynamic load-carrying

systems are involved.

The hull structure of an amphibian vehicle, which accounts for about

one-third of its empty weight, is the principal area where the designer can

exert significant direct influence upon total weight without embarking
upon a major component redevelopment program. By the same token, realistic
proje%.tions of hull weights are essential during preliminary design studies.

A review of materials and structures potentially applicable to

planing amphibians was made at the outset of the study in 1956. Although

fiberglass-reinforced-plastic (FRP) materials had already broadly penetrated

small boat construction, then-recent experience with an FRP hull on the3
wX148 5T 6x6 GULL slow-speed amphibian suggested that FRP technology was

not sufficiently advanced to count upon the early use of FRP for the hull

of a planing amphibian. The final combined hull-frame structure of the
GULL weighed a remarkable 17,500 pounds, as compared to less than 5,700

[I pounds for its steel-hulled contemporary, the XM147-E2 4T 6x6 SUPERDUCK.
At the time this was attributed in part to the necessity to reinforce the
FRP hull in so many places to take the land-borne load concentrations and modes.

i!
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Thin-skinned steel construction of the type used on the SUPERDUCK

was not suitable either, particularly for the bottom of a planing amphibian,

because of the local strength required to withstand pounding loads when

operating at planing speeds in small seas. In a 5-ton planing machine

these loads will regularly reach 2000 lb/ft or more when running at 25

to 30 mph in 2- to 3-foot waves (sea state 3).29

Sheet stiffening by means of external framing, which accounts in

part for the low weight of the SUPERDUCK hull, was also unsuitable because -.

at planing speeds, the drag increment which would be incurred was unacceptable.
4

Successful Navy experience with a series of experimental 85-foot

aluminum-hulled motor torpedo boats built in the late 1940's indicated that

the planing amphibian hulls should be of welded aluminum alloy. Recent

figures for planing work boats of relatively simple construction show that
the steel hulls weigh 60 to 80 percent more than comparable aluminum hulls.34

bespite their favorable strength-weight characteristics which had made aluminum

alloys essential in aircraft structures for years past, their marine appli-

cation had been delayed by high material costs, joining problems, and concern

over corrosion. The WWII growth of aluminum production facilities, and the

developmetet of corrosion-resistant and weldable alloys opened the way. Aimd

the Navy PT's, plus numerous other post-WWII aluminum boats, demonstrated

that control of galvanic corrosion by isolating dissimilar metals, avoiding

stray electrical currents, and using sacrificial anodes, was practical

and reliable.

Preliminary designs for the planing amphibian study concepts in

welded aluminum alloy were calculated and sketched to form a realistic basis

for weight estimates and to check out first-order possibilities for efficiently

integrating structural and mechanical layout- Special problems were raised

by the many discontinuities in the fair hull for wheel wells, propeller re-

traction, steering articulation (where used), etc. It jeneral structural

solution envisioned was the use of two essentially c inuous longitudinal

bulkheads, one inboard of the wheels on each side., as main structural members.

The hull outboard of these was considered more nearly as flotation tanks

than as prima.-y structure, although sight was not lost of the large essen-

- • tially localized planing, cargo, and shipside loads that would have to be

:1
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carried by these outboard structures. The propose'd hulls were longitudinally

framed, with web frames and bulkheads placed so ds to support alternately

either hydrodynamic hull loads or various concentrated loads such as at

wheel suspension attachment points and machinery foundations.

Basic plate thicknesses used for the 5-ton planing hulls were as

follows:

Bottom and cargo deck - 3/16"

Sides, Foreweather deck - 1/8l1
and transom

All other decks and - 3/32"1
bulkheads

I In estimating cargo deck structure, allowance was made for 5g cargo loadings

which might ar•se while running in rough water, or during loading alongside

ship in a seaway. Gunwale and side structure estimates also included allow-

ances to sur.ive the special beating to which a boat is subject in a shipside

environment.

IU Although the basic plating thicknesses used are in general accord.29,34
(on the light side) with present practice for planing aluminum work boats,

the resulting hulls, due largely to necessary redundancy arising from cutouts,

etc., are still not light. The lightest, that of the nonarticulaad 5-ton

Concept no.2 (Fig. 19), is estimated to be approximately 25 percent heavier

than might be expected for z planing aluminum work boat of the same size,

3 Iwhile the articulated hulls are up to 50 percent heavier than these on
a 34

comparable boats. Even at this, efficient design with close attention to

weight-saving details would be required to stay within the final hull might

allowances (see Table IX, Section 19).

I In the decade since the concept design decision was made in favor

of welded aluminum alloy for the hulls, this material has in fact been
69widely and successfully used in larger and larger ship hulls and inrI amphibians, from. the slow-speed production LAIRC V's and XV sIls12 to the

experimental 5-ton planing LW-Xl5 7 and 5-ton hydrofoil LV•iX25 6 "70. In the

I same period, the use of FRP in ship hulls has also beer externied from snvil

pleasure craft to 120-foot fishing boats 5 5 and proiected to deep submergence

!1
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71 72,73 1

vessels and Navy minesweepers up to 200 feet in length. In these
applications, all-up FRP hull weights have been found to be essentially

S~on a par with those of comparable aluminum hulls. Accordingly, the question =
of FRP versus aluminum for future high-speed amphibian hulls should be

re-examined.

In 1960-61, the U.S. Amy Tank-?.utomotive Command designed and --

constructed an experimental 2-4 ton 8x8 floating cargo truck based upon

an integrally bonded aluminum honeycomb hull-frame structure. 74,'5 The

Fr empty weight of this vehicle the XM521 "Honeybear", was less than 40
percent of that for the standard M34 2-4 ton 6x6 truck. 1.1hile this re-

markable weight reduction was not made entirely in the hull structure, J
both the material used and, perhaps more importantly, the philosophy used,

invite study in relation to future high speed amphibians. T

18. THE PLANING STUDY CONFIGURATIONS

Five planing configurations were elaborated in preliminary layouts, I
weight, and performance estimates. Four were 5-ton payload machines, the

fifth a 15-ton machine. 3'-
Leading characteristics of the four 5-ton designs are given in

Table VI; of the 15-ton unit, in Table VII. Characteristics of recent I
production and experimental amphibious trucks, comparable in varying

degrees, are included for easy comparison.

Renderings of Concepts 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Figures 17,

20, 22, 24 and 26, respectively, and reduced scale layouts of all five

are shown in Figures 16, 19, 23, 25 and 27. Photographs of table models

of Concept 2 are shown in Figure 45; those of Concept 3 in Figure 46.

Note that Concept 3 shows the front wheel doors, to be exposed, whereas,

in fact they should retract into the wheel well, to be out of harm's way.
4i

I
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TABLE V II

LEADING CHARACTERISTICS OF 15-TON PLANING STUDlY DESIGN

12U
CONCEPT 5 EXISTING LARC XV

(1959) (1964)

Wheel configuration 6x6 4 x4

Hull configuration Scow

LOA - ft 54.0 45.0

WOA - ft 14.0 14.5

HOA - ft 12.3 13.7
Reducible for
shipping to 9.0

Grount; clearance, in. 24 29 1
Curb weight, lb. 74,100 45,200

Gross vehicle weight 104,100 75,200

Tire size 29-5-29* 24.00-29
A*

Max. gross HP 4100 600

Prop diameter, in. 55 35

Hull material Alum Alum

Max still water speed
GVW, mph 30 8.3

Boating speed @ GVW,
props retracted, mph 7-5 8-3

Beaching speed, as above 6.0 8-3

Max level highway speed
GVW, mph 22 29

*Alternate: 33-5-33

• 100 H? allowed for auxiliaries

4[
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Various systems used in the study configurations have been dis-

cussed in earlier sections. Except for a few interactions among major

systems, pointed out along the way, the combination of such features as

[ I cab location, stack layout, and even propeller retraction scheme in each

study layout was largely arbitrary. The manner in which the major features

were combined In the several concepts is presented in Table VIII.

In addition, all of the study designs have the following details

V i n common:

I. Self-locking or driver-lockable differentials, or a functionally

3 equivalent system to prevent singie-wheel spinout.

2. Central tire inflatior control, linked to the "operation selector"

control, utilizing turbine bleed air for rapid, low pressure tire reinfle-tion,

and brake air for higher pressures.

1• 3. Air operated hydraulic disc brakes working on exposed single

discs at each wheel.

"5- 4. Hydraulic power steering from a common hydraulic power supply

used also for wheel retraction, wheel door actuation, etc.

5. Major operating configuration controls integrated into an

"operation selector."

6. No on-board spare tire. "The best place for the spare tire is in

the motor pool." (E.T. Todd2)

3 7. Life lubricated bearings and/or central lubrication, and outside

check/drain/refill access to all machinery fluids.

8. On-board fue:l for three hours of water operaVion at iull speed.

9. Low pressure, low flow turbine bleed to wheel wells when planing

0tO reduce entrained water weight.

10. Two 50-gpm electric bilge pumps in each hull unit. Inaccessible

spaces foamr-filled. Drain cocks. Automatic pump and cock operation via
"operation selector."

i,
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I]. Lightweight hycraulicaily operated winch -- 20,000 pounds on

I 5-ton units; 40,000 pounds on 15-ton unit.

12. "Wet" cargo decks, clear for overhead loading at shipside,

I arranged with drop co;'mings to permit over-the-side Ioadiri and unloading

as by rough terrain forklift. The coamings are foam-filled to aid extreme

roll stabilityand arranged so as to prevent inadvertent off-center container rolling.

13. Normal side-loading hp'ght is approximately 6 feet on the 5-ton

Si units; 8 feet on the 15-ton. Some of the wheel retraction systems may be
utilized to "kneel" the vehicles reducing these heights by about 2 ft.

I 14 a) Cargo deck areas on the 5-ton vehicles provide about 30 sq. ft/rated

payload ton, and will accept a full-size CONEX container.
!~ b) The 15-ton unit provides 21 sq. ft/tor and is arranged to carry

a fully loaded 2-1 ton 6x6 cargo truck, which may be loaded and unloaded byI a folding stern ramp. The ramp is designed to provide buoyancy at the stern

when stowed.

15. Mechanically protected, air-inflatable seals on hull joints and

cargo deck engine hatches.

16. Surf-resistance cab structures, including 3/4-inch safety glass

in all forward and side-facing windows.

~ I 19. ESTIMATED WEIGHTSThe estimated weights for the four 5-ton planing study designs, the

15-ton planing design, and the Sea Serpent (which will bI discussed in

Section 21) are summarized in Table IX. Actual measured weights for the

XM•47-E2 SUPERDUCK are also given for overall comparison, although they

arm directly comparable only to the Sea Serpent. It is apparent from theSI figures for the planing configurations that increased speeds involve

substantial increases in the empty weights.SDespite the use of aluminum alloy, hull weights are increased by

50 to 90 percent, largely due to planing loads and structural discontinuities.1 Steering by articulation when on land is estimated to cost at least one

net ton.I A__ _ _ _ _ _
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' The weights given in Table IX for the planing amphibians reflect
two tacit, hidden assumptions made w:hen the study began in 1956:

1n I. that high speed amphibiarts might be required In large numbers;
~vI and

2. (not unrelated to the first) that to be acceptable, their first

cost would have to be more nearly in line with truck costs than with heli-
copter costs. By the end of the study it no longer appeared that planing
amphibians would be wanted in quantity, but rather that a few of them
might be useful to fill a small special niche in the overall amphibious
operations requirements. picture. However, the corollary to this, that In
this framework they would necessarily be expensive, and hence might be
acceptable at aircraft prices if the net cost increment produced measurably

- Ibetter performance, was not examined. The cost/effectiveness of designs
reflectingj the kind of all-out attack on weights undertaken in theI U.S. ATAC XM521 progran74'75 (see Section 17) might well favor such a more
sophisticated and nominally more expensive approach.

*LI

II

II

°!
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20. PERFOR14ANCE EVALUATION OF THE PLANING STUDY DES,-NS

Estimated Still Water Speed

The calculated planing performances of the four 5-ton and the

15-ton payload study planing designs are sumrmari,.:i for three load cond[-

tions and two power settings in Table X. Propulsive coefficients and

val .- the overall resistance coefficients discussed in Section 3 f
are a jiven.

The projected still water speeds are calculated on the basis of

conservative weight, drag, and propeller performance figures. The net

horsepower indicated for each concept is that calculated to just achieve

the initial target 30 mph still-water speed at final designed gross weights.

They are not intended to correspond to any existing turbines at this time

unless by coincidence. They reflect a reasonable allowance for auxiliary

power requirements, but none for gas turbine power degradation with time

In marine service. Accordingly, the desired initial power ratings of the

main gas turbines could still be augmented at this stage to provide for

power loss between turbine overhauls. A 10 percent power increase for

this purpose would only increase gross weight by approximately one percent,

including the cascade effect. Such an increase would not materially

As noted in Section 3, longitudinal center of gravity location on t

a given dasign was generally not optimum for all loading conditions. in
addition, optimum running trim in smooth water is not usually the same

as in rough water. The projected speeds shown in Table X reflect this.

Since the study designs were completed, adjustable trim tabs have

been successfully applied to planing hulls, making it possible to adjust

their running trim while underway77'7 8 . Use of such. tabs offers possi-

bilities to reduce both hump and running drags (by using different settings)

and, more important, to adjust trim for different loadings and to reduce

impact and drag levels when operating in a seaway. These possibilities, 1

including that for using the retractable tunnel roof in concepts 1, 2, 3,

and 5 to accomplish such adjustment, were not investigated, and no allowance "

has been made for possible performance benefits from such devices.
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S~TABLE X

CALCULATED.PLANING PERFORMANCE OF STUDY DESIGNS____

CONCEPT 1 2 3 4 5
Configuration 5T 6x6 5T 6x6 ST x4 ST x4 15T 6x6

Hull Lo-V W Hi-V W W
Net marine HP 1250 1350 1125 1250 4000

Still Water Performance

Speed @ normal full power,

Empty 41 41 38 39 47

With rated load 30 30 30 30 30
With 150% rated load 22 16 24 16 18

Speed @ emergency full power
(land + marine turbines, mph

Empty 45 44 42 43 NA
With rated load 37 38 35 36 NA
With 150% rated load 30 30 30 NA

1+ Prepulsive ccefficient

With rated load .44 .44 .44 .45 .44I veral' resistance coeffi-
cient_% Re

Re/W .42 .44 .40 .42 .50

Re/(V/"' 2  .029 .030 .029 .029 .044

Cargo momentum, Ton-mph

With rated )oad 150 150 150 150 450
With 150% rated loac 165 120 180 120 405

In Regu!tr Head Seas, 3'x6O0

Speed, mph
With rated load

acceleration limited 12 12 14 12 15
power lim;ted (17) (15) (20) (15) 15

- -_.-
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Estimated Rough Water Performance

The all-important miatter of speeds attainable in rough sea condi-

tions had not been systematically evaluated at the time the study was
redirected. Some scale-model tests had been made, however, of several of

the preliminary configurations opetrating In 31x60' regular waves (full-
Isize equivalent) in which drag and accelerations were measured . Drag t !

and impact projections from these tests are normalized and summarized in

Figs. 47 and 48, respectively. For comparison with good boats similar

"typical" drag increments and "average" accelerations by Savitsky79 are 1 -

shown for irregular seas, state 3- Savltsky Indicates an average wave
height for sea state 3 of 2.5 feet. Therefore the tests in 3-foot regular

waves, of length equal to 150 percent of the amphibian length, (approxi-

mntely the -cst severe for synchronism) are considered to be somewhat f
more rigorous.

Figures 47 and 48 show that at speeds above 15 mph drag increments

and impacts for the sample W-hull, and even for the Hi-V hull, are both

considerably greater than for the typical boat. The differences between

the Hi-V and W hulls seem explicable. On the W-hull, design compromises

to achieve land performance objectives resulted in an oddly shaped, bluff
bow, while in the Hi-V study design some land performance features were

deliberately sacrificed to retain a more conventional bow. The differences

between the Ill-V hull (essentially concept 3) and Savitsky's boat figures

presumably teflect more subtle effects of the overall amphibian constraints.

The generalized data of Fig. 47 were used with the curves of Figs. I
29-33 to estimate power limited speeds in 3'x60' headwaves. The W-hull

curies (in both Figs. 47 and 48) were used not only for Concepts 2, 4,

and 5, but also for the Lo-V Concept I because the latter had a similarly

poor bow. Acceleration-limited speeds shown were selected to iimit peak

accelerations at a driver's stations (all perilously close to the bows)4-

to approximately 1g. At some expense in duplicating controls and remeving

'S•

A mean value 1g. for the one-third highest accelerations has recently 81
been stated to correspond to a crew endurance of approximately one hour.

I+
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I

the human as a governor, these I!mits could be raised to the power limits

I in all cases by providing an after control station for operatiofi at
high speeds on water, but this was not done in the original layouts.

In any case, the performance of any of the study designs in

3'x601 head seas falls considerably short of the current target of 30 knots

(about 35 mph) in sea state 3.

Beaching and Boating Speeds

In the "boating" mode, wheels and propellers are retracted, and

the smaller power plant only is utilized. This economic. lcw power mode

is intended for loafing, queuing, maneuvering at shipside and when main

taining position under the hook on a springline for burton loading in the

effective manner developed for the DUKW's during WII 3 . In the "beavhing"'[ mode, used in the transition to or from the water, the wheels are extended

and driven.

As listed in Table VI, boating speeds for all five study designsLi are of the order of 8 mph; beaching speeds, 7 mph. Table VII gives the

estimated boating and beaching speeds for the 15-ton concept (No. 5) as

7.5 and 6 mph, respectively. These speeds are considered adequate for the

ii, purposes intended, including the operation through the surf zone. Maneuver-

ability, handling, and shipside manners of Concepts 1, 2, 3, and 5, In

'which a large, slow-speed rudder is automatically and simply brough.t into

play when the propellers are retracted, should be particularly good.

[ ~* Static Freeboard and Stability

I • These characteristics are summarized for the five planing study
Z:designs and the Sea Serpent In Table Xt. for bott, the designed load condi

tion and the 50 percent overload condition. In ali cases the Jo3d is
onsidered to be a 5-ton CONEX -nte.iner, fuli and down, which leads to a

practizal maxlmh-ii height of load center of gravity above the cargo deck.

Ranges of stability, on the other hand, do not reflect any buoyaticy of the

container.

!I

i _ _ . ...._ ___ -
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TABLE XI

FREEBOARD AND STATIC STABILITY OF STUDY DESIGNS

At GVW, Loaded with 5-Ton Conex Containers, Full and Down

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT 50% OVERLOAD

Range of .7.

Freeboard_( GM Stability Freeboard" GM
_(i_) (in.) (deg.) (in.) (in.)

I 5T 6x6 Lo-V 20 24 60 18 16

2 5T 6x6 W 20 24 45 18 16

3 5T 4x HI-V 20 24 50 18 11 4

45T•A 4W 20 45 55 18 34

5 1ST 6x6 W 24 25 45 19 10

(with .41 5T 6x6) 24 22 40 - -j

6 5T 4xA Sea Serpent 20 24i 60 17 I4
(see Section 21)

M a
Minimun, at cargo deck.

I-

-I-

-2- *4
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The designed load target values set up at the beginning of the

SIstudy, for a minimum freeboard of 24 inches, metacentric height (GM) of

24 inches, and range of stability of 45 degrees, are all met. The

overload condition, calculated for the same high load, appears to be

adequate for operations in relatively favorable sea and surf conditions

I oniy, concept 4 excepted. The width of Con,:ept 4 was increased to 12 feet

in order to accommodate internal mechanical arrangements, and therefore

appears adequately stable for all reasonable sea conditions, even with a

V 50 percent overload.

On-Road, Of r-Road and Soft Soil Perfor-mance

U Dimensions. weights (and thereby axle loads), and projected highway

speeds shown in Table VI, show that all of the 5-ton planing concepts are

basically acceptable on-road, although Concept 4, at 35 mph and 12 feet

width, might not be welcome. Experience since 1956 with large-tired,

I unsprung four-wheeled vehicles such as the Army GOER 4 3 and the LARCsb

has shown that on-road speeds may be limited not by the available power,

but by the development of excessive, largely undamped pitching motions of

the entire vehicle at speeds of the order of 20-30 mph. Projected road

speeds for Concepts 3 and 4 (and the Sea Serpent) were discounted by 5 mph

Ll because of their lack of suspension, but in light of the above, their

practical road speeds might be still less than the limit given under some

conditions where synchronous bouncing may develop.

The 15-ton unit, Concept 5 (Table VII),is clearly not for highway

use, but is rather simply a 'beacher."

The component of off-road behavior which received principal

attention was soft soil performance. Several indices for the concept

desions, first introduced in section 3, are summarized in Table Xll, along

with the same figures for several other amphibians in being, past and

present. Tne figures show that, except for the 15-ton concept, the study

designs represent a snmall to medium improvement in soft soil mobility over

known levels for similar machines. By and larce!, the gain is most sub-
stantial in sand, where the ability to operate in sands one-third or more

3 •A 1968 study aimed for a minimum GM of 22 inches, and a range of stability
I of 60 degrees. 8 0

!,
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TABLE XII

SEVERAL SOFT SOIL MOBILITY INDICES OF STUDY DESIGNS

(and comparable :xist'ng machines) at GVW

VEHICLE TIRES SANDS FINE GRAINED SOILS GENERAL 4
SFK VC I NUGP (Psi) MF

Concept I 5T 6x6 Lo-V 18.00-25 1.9 66 11.2 108

2 5T 6x6 W 18.00-25 2.0 71 11.6 106
3 5T 4x4 Hi-V 21.00-25 1.7 57 11.5 121 I
4 51 4x4 W 21.00-25 1.8 65 12.5 113

LVWXi 5T 4x4 Hi-V 18.00-25 2.8 80 16.0 98

LVHX2 5T 4x4 Hydro- 18.00-25 2.8 83 16.2 97
foil

Concept 5 15T 6x6 W 29.5-29 2.3 316 22.5 91

with "alternate" tires 33-5-33 1.9 237 17.5 104L

LARC XV 1ST 4x4 Scow 24.00-29 2.5 214 18.9 99 1

Concept 6 5T 4x4 Scow 21-00-25 1.4 48 9.4 124(see Section 2!.) I

LARC V 5T 4x4 Scow 18.00-25 2.2 62 13.1 111 .

DtKW 2.5T 6x6 Sccw 11.0-18 3-9 71 14.3 77
I

,Note: G VCi and NUGP are 'ndices of limiting low soil strength T

in which a vehicle will operate, and hence lower values

indicate increased soft soil mobility. The Eklund Mobility

Factor, MFEl however, is forned in such a way that higher

values project higher soft soil mobility (see Section 3)-

"'aj

I!
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P-6;
a weaker may be translated directly into the potentially valuable ability
I to negotiate dry sand slopes approximately one-fourth greater than can

16present wheeled amphibians.

The 29.5-29 tires selected for the final iteration of the 15-ton

study design (Concept 5) proved still to be smaller than may be desirable
iD from a soft soil viewpoint, although they do not calculate to be very

diffe'ent from current amphibian performance levels in sands and according

Sto the Eklund Mobility Factor (MFE)' In Table XII, an "alternate" tire

size, 33.5-33, is listed for illustrative purposes which would bring

SGFX and MFE into line with the improved vaiues shown for the other study
designs. The design layouts shown for this concept would not accoimmodate

this larger tire without substantial alterations, however.

The additional aspects of off-road performance may also be mentioned.

Obstacle ability was for the most part mair.ained at the modest level of

previous low-speed amphibians by providing similar ground clearance and

angles of approach, break and departure, anr by providing,to the same

qeneral degree, suspension conformance on the 6x6 machines. "Ride" in
rough terrain may also be considered from an overall design viewpoint to
Le nominally equivalent to the poor levels of previous amphibians.

Comparisons with Planing Amphibian Test Beds

LDuring the early 1960's the U.S. Navy undertook the development

of three distinct designs of high speed test beds. The LVW-XI and LVW-X2

amphibiz-ns were essentially similar planing 5-ton 4x4 vehicles. The
LVH-X1 aitt LV*-FX2, of which two each were built, were distinct designs3l utilizing hydrofoils.

Of interest at this point are the LVW machines. These were of

SIessentially the same ditr:-,sions and target empty weight as the study de-

signs, aithough they went approximately 20 percent over the weight targets.

They were of welded ahuminiz; construction. The four tires were sized to
give an Eklund Mobility Index eý 100, operated without a wheel suspension,

and were hydraulically retractec into essentially open wheel wells. Water
I propulsion was by twin-screws in a retracting tunnel arrangement, turned

by a 1500 HP gas turbine. Maximum still watftr speed of the LVW amphibians

Ii_ _ ___
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was 41 mph at the original design full load displacement of 38,000 pounds.

In Sea State 3, power limited speed dropped to 26.5 mph. Crew-fatigue

limited speed in Sea State 3, with the crew forward, was placed at 12 mph.

Mechanical reliability, of the land mobl1ity system particularly, was poor.

As a result land mobility was not extensively tested. 8 1

From this experience, and also from similar LVH-Xl and X(2 experience81,

it may be concluded that the study concept design projections were reason-

ab:y close to reality in most respects. The fact that tie LVW's went over- l

weight,and yet appeared underdesigned for land operation,highlights the

especial need in this class of hybrid, high performance machine for close,

weight-conscious design throughout.

Principal Problem Areas

The 1954-56 study and subsequent experience in metal both demonstrate k
that amphibians (of any configuration) having high water speeds will inevit-

ably be costly in terms of first-cost, installed power, complexity of design,

operation ane iintenance, training requirements, and need for such supporting

equipment as navigation aids. In particular, there is no cheap, simple, J
easy way to achieve high speed in rough seas. Dual service, on land and

sea, forces design compromises in both environments, increases tare weight, I
and generaily degrades efficiency in either operating mode. None of these

problems, evident in the beginning, has disappeared, or even become signi- "

ficantly more tractable in the interim. All may be expected to yield

marginally, a few dollars here, a few pounds there, a knot or so somewhere

else, to continued engineering research and careful, imaginative design,

but any further work which demands more than such painful progress for its

justification should not be undertaken.

21. THE SEA SERPENT

Tie Sea Serpent phase of the study was a first-order investigation

of a total system to exploit the speed-length ratio effect upon hull drag

to achieve higher operating speeds in the water, usin~g essentially conven-

tional amphibian trucks. As pointed out in Section 4 in discussing Fig. 2,
the specific drag of displacement boats is highly dependent upon the speed

length ratio IV/!E)at which they operate. Most simply, this is because a

--
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Iirge fraction of total drag is generated in the creation of surface

waves, primarily at the bow and stern. If a number of simple hulls

could be closely joined to form one long hull, the speed length ratio

for the coupled units at any given speed would be significantly reduced

as compared to that for the several units operating singly, and their

specific drag ratio with it. The strategem is in fact exploited In

everyday Mississippi river towboat practice. The principal difference

between a river tow and the Sea Serpent concept is that the former has a

single major propulsion system embodied in the towboat, while the coupled

Sea Serpent vehicles would form a train of self propelled units, albeit

all under the control of a single driver.

While the simplistic figures given in Section 4 illustrate the

basic notion, they overlook some related hydrodynamic problems: skin

friction drag, form effects, and the drag geperated by any unavoidable
Ui departures from a fair form, as at the joints in the coupled configuration.

They also ignore many other first-order problems peculiar to a coupled

arrangement, such as propulsion efficiency, steering, behavior in a seaway,

structure, and feasible coupling mechanisms and procedures.

Design Guidelines

The concept of a train of self-propelled units is logically most

F, applicable to individual vehicles of modest size. The investigation there-

rm fore accepted 5 tons of net payload per unit in a vehicle of minimum

practical dimensions as a reasonable design target. Working with this

exact size appeared desirable because it would make possible direct comparl-

sons with the 5-ton planing study designs.
!

The water speed target for the close-coupled units was set at 16-18 mph

when joined into a practical length train. On the temporary assumption

that the train operation would not incur excessive additional time penalties,

Sf this promised to reduce the number of machnes required to do a given job

F by 20 percent or more as compared to current amphibians, whenever one-way

sea distan-.es were greater than 4 miles (see Fig. 7b, Sect. 7).

oII
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in order that this modest order of reduction might yet be attractive

in final trade-offs, it seemed evident that the individual Sea Serpent

vehicles would have to be relatively simple and well within the current

state-of-the-art. Inasmuch as some unavoidable increase in complexity
was already ordained by readily foreseeable propulsion and coupling

problems, for example, this applied particularly to the hull, power train,

and land running gear. This resulted in the almost immediate acceptance

of an unsprung 4xA chassis with normal front wheel (optional 4-wheel)

steering, and, of course, no such complex refinements as wheel retraction.
Likewise, automotive power plants, transmissions and power train compnnents,

and simple welded aluminum hulls were also accepted at the outset.

A real but relatively unmeasurable advantage of a train system in :

which each element is self-propelled, is its evident flexibility. This

was considered worth preserving, even at some slight cost. Accordingly,
it was early decided that all individual Sea Serpent vehicles should be

identical, and so equipped (except, perhaps, for expensive, readily trans-
ferable communications and navigation equipment) as to be immediately

usable either solo or in any position in trains of from two vehicles on i
up to the maximum practicable number. This ruled out special bow or stern

units, and implied a quick means for properly arranging control function I
and central control command according to vehicle operating mode and

position.

Other, more detailed, self-imposed design guidelines, concerning

shipside operation, stability, mobility, surfability, and cargo provisions,

were outlined earlier in Section 10.

Operational Concept

it was envisioned (Figure 49) that the Sea Serpent vehicles would

operate as individual units at all times when ashore, when passing inbound

or outbound through the surf zone, during shipside loading operations,

and in short-haul water operations. When operating in trains, a group * *

of vehicles would work together as a team at all times, under the direction

of a train leader. Barring some disability, the same Sea Serpent vehicle

-t

iiI
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would lead the train operation at all times, control all vehicles while
they are in the train, and carry necessary navigation and communication

equipment for the entire team. Transfer of the contr-ol function and

I supplementary equipment to any Sea Serpent was assumed to be so arranged
in the design of the subsystems as to be readily accomplished in a matter

I of a few minutes whenever and wherever such transfer was needed.

The number of units in a train-team (up to some technically feasible

I maxi•:mn) would be selected in the field so that all units could be loaded
simultaneously at shipside, one to a working hatch, for one or more ,hips.

The operation cycle was visualized to begin on the beach with the
assembly of all of the Sea Serpent vehicles assigned to a given train-
team. They would proceed out through the surf singly, and make up Es a
train onto the rear of the train as they arrived. The train would then
proceed under the control and command of the train leader to the ship

Is- loading area, where it would break up by simply slowing down and releasing
K units quickly, one-at-a-time from the front. Each unit would then go to

I 3an assigned hatch, be loaded, and return to an assembly area where it
would make up with other units of the train-team, by the same procedure
as bxfore, for the return trip. Just outside the surf zone, the train
would once more break up, again by slowing and shedding units by release

3 from the front, and individual vehicles would go in through the surf solo.
"Once ashore, the train was envisioned as moving as a convoy to the un-
loading area, and then back to the beach.

Principal operational problems recognized at the outset were close

a scheduling, and making the train hookup at sea, particularly in tough
water. (Of course, the alternate always exists, of operating such a
system as individual units when the seas are too rough for efficientI1 •.oupl ing, but if this is necessary in everything but calm water, the

system will obviously be marginal.)

'The concept of proceeding through the surf and some distance inland,I I ~~~still coupled as a train was a• a ieutidadnticroae

this study. Later studies , ' investigated some aspects of this
latter approach.

j*'_
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Technical Problems and Approaches

Resistance: Scale-model tests were conducted. of trains of

1, 2, 4, and 8 simple box hulls with various treatments of the gaps'

between. In some tests the individual hulls were left free to pitch

relative to one another at the joints, i.e., were articulated. In

others the joints were made rigid. A typical set of data curves from t

these tests is shown in Fla. 50. While rigidizing and fairing the

coupling joints produced reductions in resistance as expected, both 4

were considered impractical. Accordingly, the final projections were

based on data for free to pitch, open joints. i

increments to approximate wheel drag were derived from numerous

studies of single amphibian hulls in which tests were run with wheels

and with faired hulls with no wheels and added to Vhe train results.

The simple train tests thus "corrected" were roughly confirmed by the 4

results of a later series of scale-model resistance tests of the tracked

LVTP-5 in trains up to five vehicles5 8 . Some of the LVTP-5 data are

summarized in normalized form in Fig. 51. In Fig. 52 the Sea Serpent

"with wheels" data are compared with the LVTP-5 data, in terms of average

resistance of a single unit in trains of various lengths normalized on

the basis of the resistance of a single unit operating solo.

For the final estimate of train resistance, the percent values

of Fig. 52 were applied to the results of scale-model resistance tests

of a good model of an early LARC V design having essentially the size,

shape and displacement of the final Sea Serpent hull 8 . The resulting

curves for smooth water operation are given in Fig. 53-

Water Propulsion: It was expected that problems might arise in

efficiently propelling the Sea Serpent train due to wake interferences

from one propeller to a following propeller and to a following hull.

No tests were run to study this possibility, but a side-swinging right-

angle propeller scheme was proposed for use on the Sea Serpent which would

permit effective propeller operation in two positions which would not

direct water against a following hull, and which ciuld be alternated

along the train length to minimize propeller wake training. This is I

shown schematically in Fig. 54.
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Longitudinal Stability of the Train: The model resistance tests

clearly confirmed, both visually and quantitatively, the expectatlon

that the lead unit of the Sea Serpent water train would be pushed by

following units; i.e., the lead unit coupling would be in compression

3 (see Fig. 55)- This effect was greater the longer the train, and re-

SI suited in swamping of the lead unit at successively lower speeds as the

train lengthened, as shown in Fig. 50.

Tests were run which demonstrated that such swamping could be

avoided by a major modification of the bow of the lead unitI This,

"however, was not considered an acceptable solution as it created the

need for two different vehicles. The solution accepted (which was costly

in other coin) will use as a lead unit a standard unit run empty at all

times, for trains of a length where swamping was a potential problem.
From qualitative test results in regular waves , it was estimated thatb- trains of two or three units only could be safety operated without this

palliative.

[Water Steering: As will be discussed in the following paragraph,

the simple coupling arrangement selected permitted only pitch freedom

between units. No satisfactory method of steering a long train thus

rigidized, aside from selective propulsion on one side only, was proposed

before the study was terminated. Later scale-model tests of water trains

of a proposed high mobility vehicle 4, however, indicated that the most
effective steering of such a configuration was achieved by articulating

the lead unit about its Joint in the yaw plane.

Coupling: In devising a scheme for coupling the Sea Serpent

vehicles for sea-going operation the following were controlling con-

s iderations:

a) coupling must be possible at sea;

b) coupling must be possible between vehicles which may be
differenitly loaded;

c) the connection must be quickly releasable;I d) it should permit pitch freedom between units, but (basically)
restrain interunit yaw and roll, even in a quartering sea;and

! -
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e) It shculd be relative;y simple.

(In the light of the water steering problem, some provision for controlling

interunit yaw rather than simply restraining it would no. be in order.)

The arrangement finally selected to illustrate one feasible system

Is shown schematically in Fig. 56. Each Sea Serpent vehicle has at bow

and stern, incorporated structurally, one half of a long hinge running

athwartships. At the stern, each carries a hollow metal, buoyant hinge

pin attached to a winch cable. Operation was visualized as follows:

a) To couple: coupling Is done by working up the stern of

a vehicle. The vehicle ahead releases its "hinge pin" I
and pays out cablI t it floats off astern. The pin

is manually recovered by a crew member of the following 1Ji vehicle, who seats it in that vehicle's bow half-hinge,
where it is clasped by a hydraulically actuated coupler.

The vehicle ahead then wilnches the pin back to it, into

its stern half-hinge, and likewise clasps the pinw ith its p

coupler. (This could possibly be done mechanicall7 by a J

two-jointed front coupler.)

b) To rlease: the Sternward vehicle may release the hinge pin

at any time by releasing its hydraulic coopler. -

Final Layouts and Performance Estimates

Leading characteristics of the 5-ton Sea Serpent vehicle, and of

the LARC V, are shown in Table XlIl. A breakdown of the projected grossweight was included earlier in Table IX (Section 19), static stability

ranges were presented earl ier in Table XI, and soft soil performance

indices (all favorable), in Table XII (Section 20).

Figure 57 shows the final basic Sea Serpent layout. The vehicle

is a simple, unsprung, large-tired 4xA with Ackermann steering and non-

retracting wheels. (The possibility for 4-wheel steer is illustrated

but not essential.) The clean, scow hull is of welded aluminum. Cargo

is carried on a wet deck amidships. Power is provided by twin automotive
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-~TAELE X II I

LEADING CHARACTERISTICS OF A 5-TON SEA SERPENT STUDY DESIGN

(Single Unit)

CONCEPT 6 LARC V'
0

____ __(1959) (1960)

Wheel configuration 4x4 4x4

Hull configuration Scow Scow

LOA - ft 35.0 35.0

WOA- ft 7.3 10.0

SHOA - ft 9.8 9.2

Ground clearance, in. 24 2

Curb weight, lb 19,600 21,000

Gross vehicle weight 29,600 31,000

Tire size 21.00-25 18.00-25

Max gross HP 550 300
Prop diameter, In. 2-20 29.5

Hull material Alum Alum
Max. still water speed, mph @GVW Empty

I Solo 12 13 8.6

Train of 2 13 14

3 14 15-

10 16 17

Beaching speed, mph 9 8.6

Max. level highway speed 30 25
at GVW, mph

I

!I
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engines also amidships, under the cargo deck. These were originally

visual ized as large dlsrlacement water-cooled V-8 gasoline engines, but 3 •
in recent years automot!ve diesel engine ratings have crept up so that

diesel engines could now be considered from a weight viewpoint. Engine

cooling is by air radiators on land, bottom cor.Ters when afloat, so that
the engine cnopartment does not need large coo• ng air inlets when at

sea. Engine and marine controls were to be operated by air-servos wh'ch Ii
could be controlled by the unit operator when runnin9 solo, or by the

train lead unit driver when coupled. A suitably simple scheme which

could readily be adapted to this service was'demonstrated on the "Jeep

Train" In 1964.85

Water propulsion is provided by twin side-swinging propellers,
operable in three positions, as per Fig. 54.

The "log/cable" coupling scheme is illustrated, with a release

operable from either vehicle. The scheme assumed for picking up the

coupling log Is manual, by a crew member in a special small forward
cockpit. The present possibilities for a reasonably simple two-jointed
hydraulic grab system as part of the front coupler were not studied.

The Sea Serpent approach does not require controls of the same

complexity as outlined earlier for the planing amphibians, because there
Is no wheel retraction, and no great necessity for power sequencing.

On the other hand, there are three different configurations req-3ired in

a train: the lead vehicle configuration, and two propeller positions

to be alternated in successive non-lead vehicles to reduce propeller
wake Interference. As a result, it was considered that here also an

operation selector is desirable to reduce the chances for driver error,
and to reduce driver skill and training requirements. Such a selector

was visualized as having six essentially self-explanatory sequential

positions: ROAD, OFF-ROAD, BEACHING, SEA SOLO/COUPLING/LEAD, SEA SERPENT-

ODD FOLLOW, SEA SERPENT-EVEN FOLLOW, which %ould automatically set tire

pressure (if tire pressure control were fitted), wheel drive and steering

configuration, propeller operating position, power configuration, bilge
pumps and drain-cocks properly for various modes of operation in the

general fashion outlined earlier.

M .• •••.. ... •,
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P In addition to the sane land and marine steering and power

U controls listed for the planing amphibians, the Sea Serpent driver

will have two controls which, when in train configuration, release

the mechanical link between his vehicle and either the unit in front

of him or that astern, plus the boom-winch control for use during

[-I coupling. The scheme for manually coupling the units while afloat

requires a man at the bow, so that the grippling or engaging controlr I would be placed in the bow cockpit.

A Simple Operational Evaluation of the Sea Serpent

I To obtain a first-order evaluation of the p•tential usefulness

of the Sea Serpent concept,once the performance estimates were completed,

a steady-state lumped parameter modal was const:ructed to calculate the

! •number of vehicles required to serve a given number of hatches at one

time, as a function of sea distance and hatch rate. In this simple model

it was assumed that the number of cargo-carrying vehicies in a train was
SI equal to the number of hatches to be served, either on one ship or a

S~small number of nearby ships, so that shipside loading of the train units
proceed simultaneously, with the train disassembled.

As expected, the model was highly sensitive to the water speed

T increase achieved when operating in a train. The conservative effective

SI horsepower requirements projected in Fig. 53 were used, along with an

assumed overall propulsive coefficient of 40 percent. The resulting
jI 3relationship between train speed (VT, mph) and number of coupled vehicles

(NV) is approximately:

U 0.13VT = 12 x N.

Reflecting model test experience, NV included one empty lead vehicle

when the number of cargo-carrying units required to match the hatches

* being served was greater than 3. This deadhead was, of course, included

in the total number of units needed to do a given job. Three minutes

were allowed for each coupling operation between twov train units; both

I,
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at the start of the outward journey when making up outside the surf

zone, and again at the start of the return trip, after shipside loading.

No time was assessed for uncoupling.

The calculated r•a~o of the number of Sea Serpent vehicles,

operating solo and in trains of 3 and 10 units, (NSea Serpent) to do

a given job to the number of conventional 8 mph, 5-ton amphibian trucks

to do the same job (NStandard) is shown in Fig. 58. In these calculations,
hatch rate was taken as 7.5 tons/hr/hatch; one-way land distance was assumed

constant at 2 miles, verage land speed at gross weight was taken as

10 mph, and 5 minutes was allowed for each passage in or out through the

surf zone. The 50 percent water speed increase credited to the solo

operating Sea Serpent over the standard machine because of its increased

installed horsepower and retractable propeller arrangement, shows a sub-

stantial payoff without any help from coupled use. Operating in trains

of 3 coupled units increases the basic benefits appreciably at distances

beyond 10 miles, while 10-unit trains do not appear as effective as 3-unit

trains even out to 100-mile one-way distances. -

The value of train operation of the Sea Serpents per se is examined

more closely in Fig. 59, in which is given the number of Sea Serpents

operating in trains (NTrain) relative to the number of identical machines

required to do the same job when operating at all times individually

(s ). Other assumptions are as before, except that two hatch rates

are shown. The advantage from 3-unit train operation is a reduction of
the order of 8 percent in the number of machines required, when sea dis-

tances exceed 30 miles, and the 10-unit train again appears to have no

place. Variations in (steady) hatch rate do not significant] change

these normalized results.

The influence of -train effectiveness on more sanguine estimates of

the water speed advantages of coupled operation are shown in Fig. 60,

for a 3-unit train and assumed hatch rate of 7-5 tons/hr/hatch. The LVTP5

model tests5 5 referred to earlier suggest that, through detailed refinement

of the preliminary design,the ratio of 3-unit train speed to solo speed

might be increased from the presently assumed 1.15 to perhaps 1.25.

Hlowever, it would take a factor more nearly like the 1.33 multiplier

illustrated to make the train concept per se truly exciting.
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The indication that there is no operational advantage in co=.1lng

more than 3 units greatly mitigates the potential technical problems

discussed earlier, and suggests that the concept might be more appro-

I I priately applied to more simple vehicles in the future, as a useful
feature rather than as a controlling design objective.

As far as the train concept has been developed here, the optimum
3-unit configuration, despite added power and retracting propellers,

- will proceed at the stately rate of 14 mph or so. This is clearly not

a high speed for many purposes. While trains of 10 units might achieve

* •16 mph or a little better, even this is relatively slow, and apparently
i Ucounterprod-ctive in terms of caroo delivery. Accordingly. the advantages

of the Sea Serpent concept, as it is developed here, are considered margi-

i I nal, quite apart from the foreseeable technical and operational problems
still unresolved at this point.

22. CONCLUSIONS

-3At the time the study was redirected in 1959, it had been concluded
* I that 5-ton to 20-ton payload planing amphibious trucks capable of m.Aimtrt

still-water speeds of the order of 30 mph were technically feasible without

extensive additional research. Their complexity and cost (in many coins)',
reflecting the unavoidable constraints of nature, were clearly such,
however, that they were not about to replace slower, more prosaic amphi-

bians as the workhorses of over-the-beach operations. As special mission

SI units, on the other hand, the planing amphibian appeared to compete directly
with the helicopter, offering perhaps 25 percent of the helicopter's basic

speed, plus some small and ;ncalculable gains in the face of sour weather,

for well over one-half of their first cost per payload ton-mile-per-hour.

The Sea Serpent concept, as developed through 1959, did not provide

the desired breakthrough to high-speed operation either. The final re-

suits did suggest, however, that if simple provision for proper 3-unit

train operation could be incorporated in more standard amphibian trucks

at reasonable cost, advantageous medium-speed operations would b, feasible

in many operating circumstances.i1
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Cargo handling at shipside between ship hold and amphibian deck

still appeared to offer room for the most dramatic improvements In over- 1

the-beach unloading of conventional cargo ships. Improvement in hatch
rates, through development of new methods and doctrine and/or inexpensive

j mechanical aids, appeared even more central to the economics of a high-speed

amphibian system than it was to current systems.

The study suggested a number of then-novel mechanical solutions to

some of the specific sub-problems of planing amphibians. Some of these

have since been independently conceived from the same seeds and tried In

metal, generally with favorable results. Principal among these are:

I) Retraction of wheels into open cavities within the fair-flow

envelope of the planing hull, eliminating wheel well doors.

This was utilized on the U.S. Navy LVW

and the LVH test beds56 ' 5 7'5 8 .

2) Retraction into a deep tunnel of propeller(s), shaft(s),

strut(s), and rudder(s) as a unit with a bottom fairing piece. T

,81This was done on the U.S. Navy LVW's , but the

contingent possibility to bring a large low-speed

rudder easily, into play when the propeller(s) Is

in the retracted position seems yet to be exploited.

3) Use of integrated operation controls to simplify driver re-

sponsibility and to increase safety and efficiency.

This was done on the LVHX2 which provided the

driver with a "mode selector" of similar concept 7 0 .

4) Use of a dual power plant to extend the part-load economy

of gas turbines.

This stratagem has been suceessfuliy employed

on the Swedish ""S" tank52

As yet untried but still considered of potential value in proper

applications are:

3
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r 5) "flop-over" wheel retraction (undoubtedly -- today -- with

hydrostatic or electric wheel motors);

6) combination of the Albee friction-roller wheel drive, articu-

1ated steering and partial hydropneumatic suspension; and

7) right-angle propeller drive with side-swing stowage permitting

three or more alternate operating configurations.

3 IAs of 1969, the prior general conclusions appear still correct.
Indeed they have been partially validated by actual hardware tests, by

more recent studies and by the demonstrable lack of progress with high-

F Ispeed amphibians during the years between. While further work has resulted

iin more reliable projections of sea speeds, and projections to more nearly

• I acceptable values, the major unsolved technical problem is still to improve
rough-sea performance substantially without making a crippling sacrifice

in the land capability which is all that distinguishes an amphibian from

a bad boat. And the march of military air developments (both hardware

and doctrine) seems to have still further widened the odds against a

* f. -- high speed amphibian truck ever entering service.

II

ii

I
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RECOMMENDAT IONS I

It is recommended that any further research of high-speed amphi-

blans be done only under the full realization that they will represent

special-purpose machines fulfilling limited operational requirement.

There should be no delusion that such craft will eventually replace. the

workhorse type of amphibian as it is now represented by the state-.f-the- 1
art. ci"

tT

I

S. . . . . . - . . o - . .. . . . .
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